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YMML Melbourne International Airport Version 0.6 INSTALLATION (please read carefully) 1. Download the provided rar file 2. Paste the "australia-airports-ymml-melbourne" folder into the community folder Version 0.6 -Recommend to delete previous Aerial Ortho if installed as the new bing data is more current -Added taxiway V extension -This very
well may be the last update as ORBX is confirmed to be working on a payware YMML Version 0.5 - Compatible with latest SU5 - Recompiled using latest SDK 14.1 Version 0.4 - Custom painted lines - Some minor heightmap adjustments Version 0.3 -Optional Google Maps ZL19 level orthophoto for surrounding area -removed grass colouration to
explose higher quality ortho -replaced Parkroyal Hotel with a more appropriate default building -expanded range of the 10m lidar DEM Version 0.2 (Please note airport now requires some common scenery libraries) - working vehicle taxiways and fuel truck - further ground textures - scenery files such as ILS, VOR, radio towers and more Version 0.1
includes - 10m lidar DEM from Victoria land, water and environment planning of the airport and immediate surrounding area. (If there are any significant and innacurate bumps please do let me know) - the majority of true to life parking spots with correct names except for some of the smaller G57 - 60 ones due to lack of quality current satelite
imaging -Apron and taxiways with colours which attempt to match the satelite - night apron lighting (If you have previously installed the YMML lighting mod please delete as this will show up as doubled lights). Thanks to the author angrybender as I have based there light positioning and then slightly refined the placements to better suit my ground
markings -Taxiway system should give correct directions in default ATC and AI does follow to gates -Taxiway signs (I may have missplaced some and do appologise if a couple are incorrect in there layout) I hope you find this mod a slight improvement on the default Melbourne International which is quite poor to be nice in the game. This is definately
a work in progress and at this stage does not require any library packs to function. I do not currently possess any blender skills and would be more than happy for someone to help model buildings to be included in the project with full credit given. Please feel free to PM me. Information Melbourne Airport (IATA: MEL, ICAO: YMML), colloquially
known as Tullamarine Airport, is the primary airport serving the city of Melbourne, and the second busiest airport in Australia. It opened in 1970 to replace the nearby Essendon Airport. Melbourne Airport is the main international airport of the four airports serving the Melbourne metropolitan area, the other international airport being Avalon
Airport. The airport comprises four terminals: one international terminal, two domestic terminals and one budget domestic terminal. It is 23 kilometres (14 miles) northwest of the city centre, adjacent to the suburb of Tullamarine. The airport has its own suburb and postcode—Melbourne Airport, Victoria (postcode 3045).[4] In 2016–17 around 25
million domestic passengers and 10 million international passengers used the airport.[5] The Melbourne–Sydney air route is the third most-travelled passenger air route in the world.[6] The airport features direct flights to 33 domestic destinations and to destinations in the Pacific, Europe, Asia, North America and South America. Melbourne Airport is
the number one arrival/departure point for the airports of four of Australia's seven other capital cities.[a] Melbourne serves as a major hub for Qantas and Virgin Australia, while Jetstar utilises the airport as home base. Domestically, Melbourne serves as headquarters for Australian airExpress and Toll Priority and handles more domestic freight than
any other airport in the nation. Windows 10 was released by Microsoft in 2015, and was rapidly taken up by many computer users around the world, as it offered a free upgrade from Windows 7 through 8.1, and improved performance in all aspects of use. Windows 10 is able to run on equipment able to run Windows XP at a minimum, and offers
dramatic performance advantage, as it encompasses all the improvements and advances in Windows 7 since 2007, but without the metalogical 'baggage' which inhibited the previous developing operating systems in the past. One of the important additions to Windows 10 is a much improved Compatibility Layer (also known as the Compatibility Mode
in Microsoft parlance). This incorporates all versions of Windows since Windows 95, and individual Service Packs of Windows XP, Vista, 7 and Windows 8. Microsoft Flight Simulator 2004 MS Flight Simulator 2004 remains a popular simulator among enthusiasts, as it permits older equipment to deliver an excellent flight experience, as well as an
incredible library of add-on aircraft and scenery from web sites such as FlightSim.Com, Avsim, and many others. Developers of commercial (payware) add-ons are beginning to offer their FS2004 add-ons as free downloads, for instance the Virtavia software library of AlphaSim aircraft. FS2004 represents an optimum for many users - it features a nearcomplete experience of stunningly good graphics, an ability to download and implement real world weather NOTAM's provided by Jeppesen to this day, as well as simulated vocal Air Traffic Control, and Instrument Flight Rules and Flight Plan integration. It runs extremely well on Windows XP, Vista and 7. But - can it run on Windows 10? Installation
Windows 10 has the brains to notice that FS2004 is being installed, and automatically switches to Windows XP SP2 mode during the installation process. If you choose to download and install the FS9.1 (the equivalent of an FS2004 SP1), Windows 10 picks up this too as a Win XP SP2 compatibility. In all, this is a good thing, as the installation of the
program is therefore easy to do. The Perils Of Running FS2004 In Windows 10 Windows 10, like Windows Vista, 7 and 8 before it, is very careful about security on your PC. Flight Simulator, as it is going to be reading and writing files to the main disk drive, triggers a warning before use. Please click 'Yes' in the dialog box, and press on. First start of
FS2004 in Windows 10 looks good - in fact it looks like this: But then: The next view is a not very educational black screen! Page 2 Published on 10-30-2016 07:48 AM Number of Views: 100539 If you type Ctrl+Alt+Del, and launch the Task Manager, you get a very interesting result: Flight Simulator 2004 is definitely running! Even more
confusingly, using the Alt+Tab key delivers a weird result - there's miniature vignette of the FS2004 interface window - so why can't we access the program. We also know the program is running even when 'blacked out' - pressing Esc, and then Enter, allows the program to close, which means it's not malfunctioning. A Bit Of Sleuthing - And The
Penny Drops! One thing you quickly learn with computers today is that there is so much to know, we either forget the obvious, or else need to be reminded of a common tool built into Windows, which can help. On FlightSim.Com's forum, users have made great contribution of an essential piece of knowledge, which I can heartily recommend. In this
case, the saving grace is a simple keyboard combination - Alt + Enter! Press this, with FS2004 in 'Black Screen' view, and this is the result: And with this, we are back in business, FS2004 is accessible. CityTomsk Стаж: 12 лет 8 месяцев Сообщений: 484 CityTomsk · 17-Сен-20 10:02 (1 год 11 месяцев назад, ред. 18-Сен-21 19:30) Microsoft Flight
Simulator Год выпуска: 2020 Жанр: Симулятор Разработчик: Asobo Studio Издатель: Xbox Game Studios Платформа: Windows Тип раздачи: Patch Версия программы: 1.7.14.0 - 1.19.9.0 Требуемая версия игры: 1.0 Язык интерфейса: русский + английский Требуемый язык игры: русский + английский Таблетка: Не требуетсяСистемные
требования:МИНИМАЛЬНЫЕ: Требуются 64-разрядные процессор и операционная система ОС: Windows 10 Процессор: Intel i5-4460 | AMD Ryzen 3 1200 Оперативная память: 8 GB ОЗУ Видеокарта: NVIDIA GTX 770 | AMD Radeon RX 570 DirectX: Версии 11 Место на диске: 5+ GBРЕКОМЕНДОВАННЫЕ: Требуются 64-разрядные
процессор и операционная система ОС: Windows 10 Процессор: Intel i5-8400 | AMD Ryzen 5 1500X Оперативная память: 16 GB ОЗУ Видеокарта: NVIDIA GTX 970 | AMD Radeon RX 590 DirectX: Версии 11 Место на диске: 5+ GBОписание: В раздачу входит: SDK. Патчи для Microsoft Flight Simulator. Patch notes: Update - 1.7.14.0 Oroginal
- PATCH NOTES STABILITY ISSUES The title will no longer crash when different input devices/peripherals are disconnected The title will no longer crash when the TBM 930 package is deletedINSTALLATION ISSUES The install process will no longer be blocked after a partial decompression of a package The install process will no longer be blocked
when a local user account includes non-ASCII characters The install process will no longer be blocked after a failed connection to servers The install process will no longer display an empty onboarding screen under certain conditions The title will download a critical missing/deleted package to access the main menu even if the save data preference is
set to offline (when an internet connection is available)CONTENT MANAGER The title will no longer automatically download packages that have been deleted through the content manager The content manager will no longer get stuck in an infinite loading state when checked offline The Creator name of the packages should now be properly
updatedSIMCONNECT Significant FPS drop when using Simconnect should no longer affect the experienceOPTIMIZATION The performance of the title has been improved when the Display name plate option is set to activeMARKETPLACE The correct currency is now properly updated in the marketplace Update 2 - 1.8.3.0 Original - BUILD 1.8.3.0
The primary focus of this patch is to address many of the « in-sim » issues reported by the community. We are constantly triaging the issues/feedback we have received to help plan our future patch work. Feedback from the community is a vital part of how we define our focus for each update. Thank you for all your help and we look forward to
continuing working with the community to improve the Microsoft Flight Simulator experience.PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT Optimized cockpit screen display when screens are not displayed on screen. New option available to control cockpit screen update frequency. Tweaked CPU thread priorities to reduce interruption of frame critical threads.
Optimized loading system to reduce overall loading times. Optimized heavy airport scenes impact on CPU. Reduced the amount of GPU overdraw to improve GPU performance. Memory optimizations to reduce software memory footprint and improve performance on memory limited computers. Overall performance optimizations.ATC Incoming ATC
Azure speech has now three different voices. ATC voice gender is now based on the avatar of the pilot/copilot. Fix for the incorrect voice pack being used if the game is not localized in English and if the Windows Offline Text-to-Speech option is used.UI Filters and sorting have been improved in the marketplace. Manual cache layout has been
improved and the download estimated time should now be correct. Improved support for gamepad navigation in many menus. Case sensitive search is now working properly in control screen. Search by axis in control screen has been fixed. Active pause button has been added in the toolbar. Pause button has been fixed in the Content
manager.AERODYNAMICS Improved wind turbulence simulation to reduce horizontal turbulences. Added simulation of low rpm piston engine vibrations on cockpit. Added simulation of water particles (rain/clouds) density in aerodynamics => generates vibrations flying through clouds or rain. Fixed wet surface friction and braking distances. Fixed
live weather wind offset in higher latitude areas (America, Asia…) that was causing the 3kts Wind bug.AIRCRAFT COCKPITS VISUALS AND ANIMATIONS Cessna 208 B Grand Caravan EX: AP buttons animations have been fixed. Cessna 208 B Grand Caravan EX, Beechcraft Bonanza G36, ICON A5: placards have been updated. Cessna 172 Skyhawk :
compass texture have been improved. Zlin Savage Cub : tail wheel blur effect is now correctly triggered. Zlin Shock Ultra : arcs on airspeed indicator is correctly set. Zlin Shock Ultra : turbo mode has been removed from dashboard. Boeing 787-10 Dreamliner : MCP buttons visual improvements.GENERAL AVIATION SYSTEMS Cessna 208 B Grand
Caravan EX : propeller sound has been improved when RPM is changing. Cessna Longitude : AP altitude and speed management improvements. Cessna Longitude : auto throttle is now inhibited during take off and until 400 feet AGL. Daher TBM 930 : yaw damper is now automatically turned on when the AP is enabled. Beechcraft King Air 350i :
windshield deicing is now working. ICON A5 : « incorrect heading indicator » notification is now correctly triggered. Zlin Shock Ultra : flaps now operate mechanically instead of electrically. Zlin Shock Ultra : trim management improvements. Cessna Citation CJ4 : reverse thrust has been removed. Cub Crafter X Cub : IAS AP mode is now working
properly. Daher TBM 930 and Cessna 208 B Grand Caravan EX : PT6 engines shutdown duration has been increased.GENERAL AVIATION AVIONICS Cessna Longitude : several knobs of the G5000 are now working. Beachcraft Baron G58, Beechcraft Bonanza G36, Cessna 172 Skyhawk G1000, Diamond DA40 NG : fixed missing ALT knob. Beechcraft
King Air 350i : « menu » key is now working properly. Cessna 152 and 152 Aerobat : avionics state have been fixed using Honeycomb device battery switch. GNS 530 : flight plan display alignment has been fixed on the Garmin GNS 530. G1000 : automatically switches from NAV to LOC when needed. G1000 : ETE and ETA fixed wrong values.
G1000/3000/3x : AP setup is no longer reset when enabling AP. G1000/3000/3x : fixed missing flight plan when the selected departure is coordinates on the world map. G3x : text size in « approach box » has been increased. G3x : approaches can now be selected and loaded. G3x : fixed bad information in nearest VOR page when unknown VOR is
selected.AIRLINER SYSTEMS General : AP behavior improvements. Boeing 747-8 Intercontinental : rear wheels steering has been fixed. Boeing 747-8 Intercontinental : pressing the battery button now always display the ON part. Boeing 747-8 Intercontinental : improved flaps deployment and retraction sequences. Boeing 787-10 Dreamliner : fixed
auto–throttle not giving back control to the pilot when disabled. Boeing 787-10 Dreamliner : center tanks drain first when decreasing fuel quantity via fuel and payload menu. Boeing 787-10 Dreamliner : auto–throttle is now automatically disengaged when landing. Boeing 787-10 Dreamliner : auto–throttle now engages correctly during take off roll
when conditions are met. Boeing 787-10 Dreamliner : alt intervention no longer needs to be pressed again when not needed. Airbus A320neo : automatic speed management improvements. Airbus A320neo : alpha floor condition is now correctly triggered.AIRLINER AVIONICS General : weight is better taken into account for V speed calculations.
Boeing 747-8 Intercontinental : FMC now allows to activate approach without going to route page. Boeing 747-8 Intercontinental : approach VREF speeds are fixed. Boeing 747-8 Intercontinental : empty rectangles no longer displayed on the FMA. Boeing 747-8 Intercontinental : runways are now displayed in correct order in the FMC. Boeing 747-8
Intercontinental : cruise altitude no longer automatically filled in the FMC. Boeing 787-10 Dreamliner : LNAV and VNAV correctly displayed as armed in FMA when conditions are met. Boeing 787-10 Dreamliner : altitude target on MCP can no longer be set to negative values. Boeing 787-10 Dreamliner : auto–throttle mode no longer displayed on
FMA when auto–throttle is disabled. Boeing 787-10 Dreamliner : fixed wrong flaps value displayed in the FMC take off page. Boeing 787-10 Dreamliner : target heading line on ND is no longer reset while in heading mode. Boeing 787-10 Dreamliner : direct-to flight plans can now be entered in the FMC. Airbus A320neo : target altitude can now be
changed when AP is disabled. Airbus A320neo : armed modes no longer appear in boxes on the FMA. Airbus A320neo : flaps « FULL » indication instead of « F » on ECAM. Airbus A320neo : FMGS message « INVALID ENTRY » replaced by « NOT ALLOWED ». Airbus A320neo : FMGS now only displays arrival procedures corresponding to the selected
runway. Airbus A320neo : FMGS now correctly displays ETA for approach points. Airbus A320neo : removed remaining waypoints on ND after selecting different approach procedures. Airbus A320neo : fixed heading bug alignment offset issue. Airbus A320neo : fixed missing runway in the perf page of FMGS when a departure runway is already
selected. Airbus A320neo : fixed constraints flickering on ND. Airbus A320neo : FMGS block fuel indication now correctly initialized.MISCELLANEOUS Fixed freezes caused by glass cockpits. Travel to feature no longer disengages autopilot when used.WEATHER Fixed 225°/3kt issue with inconsistent wind in game. Fixed issue with weather
persistency on flight restart.SERVICES Upgraded multiplayer servers.MARKETPLACE Rating display on bundles has been improved. Performance drop after downloading an item in marketplace has been removed. An addon purchased outside of the marketplace no longer has an impact on the “Installed” filter in the marketplace as it is considered as
a “community” content.CONTENT MANAGER Addon purchased outside of the marketplace now also visible in the Content manager when online, and offline if downloaded in the community folder. 3rd Party content thumbnail display improved. Pause download during installation is fixed.LOCALIZATION Various typo fixes in multiple
languages.ACCESSIBILITY Subtitles are now enabled by default. Subtitle option has been moved from Sound menu to Accessibility so users can set it during initial install.CAMERAS Remove rotation clamp on “Instrument cameras”. Pilot camera position can now be saved or reset.BUSH TRIPS Fix leg completion trigger. Completionist achievement
should now unlock when all activities have been completed.WORLD Detected buildings that intersect roads are now excluded. Longer bridges are less prone to having a gap. UK city houses models should no longer appear in US suburbs. “In The Wild” Achievement can now be unlocked Update 2 - 1.9.3.0 Original - BUILD 1.9.3.0 The world in
Microsoft Flight Simulator is getting a major update, starting with the island nation of Japan.A region rich with ancient tradition and bustling with future facing innovation, Japan presents a stunning panorama of old and new, urban and remote, mountains, forests, cities and coastlines – now enhanced with remarkable graphical improvements that
span the volcanic island chain.World Update I: Japan features upgraded digital elevation mapping across the entire country, high-resolution 3D photogrammetry for six prominent Japanese cities (Sendai, Takamatsu, Tokushima, Tokyo, Utsunomiya and Yokohama), and six exquisitely hand-crafted airports (Hachijojima, Kerama, Kushiro, Nagasaki,
Shimojishima, and Suwanosejima). Throughout the environment, new countryside and pagoda-style architecture has been added, along with nearly two dozen custom landmarks & POIs that invite you to explore the area’s timeless World Heritage sites, towering neon skyscrapers, iconic bridges and sacred shrines.But that’s just the beginning – this
update also brings a trio of exciting Landing Challenges set at Japanese airports, new opportunities for pilots to overcome environmental obstacles and prove their skills.World Update I: Japan is available FREE to all Microsoft Flight Simulator users, so be sure your simulator is up to date first. Once MSFS is updated, visit the Marketplace to download
the Japan content bundle and experience all the unparalleled beauty in the Land of the Rising Sun.How to get the Japan Update:Log into the Microsoft Store or Steam and check for updates for Microsoft Flight Simulator. Make sure you install the latest update (1.9.3). After you launch the sim, you can press ALT+ENTER and look at your title bar to
check to make sure you have the latest version. An automatic update around ~9 GB will begin to complete the 1.9.3 installation. Once MSFS is updated (v1.9.3.0), visit the Marketplace to download the Japan content bundleAirports Airports added:LEMG – Málaga Airport LFLC – Clermont-Ferrand Auvergne PAFR – Bryant Army Airfield
HeliportAirports improvements: 60 airports improvements based on community feedback Control towers added on 700+ US airportsUI Sensitivity screen is now displayed correctly The Manual cache management UI has been improved ATC Options should now correctly be saved Liveries selection menu should now work as expected The music can
now be deactivated before or during the initial download on startupAERODYNAMICS The collision problems at negative altitudes have been fixed Braking power on ground has been tweaked to reflect more realistic braking distances Fuel consumption updating mass problem has fixed for some airplanes A plane with no fuel leak system should no
longer lead to a crash Aircraft gyroscopic stability can now be set in our SDK toolsetPLANES Incorrect energy formulas resulting in inaccurate autopilot behavior have been fixed Autopilot overshooting altitude capture during descent has been fixed Allow to up to 8500fpm max climb speed after the new AP is now more accurately respecting
6000fpmVisuals and animation Boeing 787-10 Dreamliner: wing flex has been improved Beechcraft King Air 350i: rudder pedals animation is now correct Cessna 152 : fixed a graphic glitch when switching between cockpit and external views Airbus A320neo : fixed issues related to copilot AP button lightsGeneral aviation systems Cessna 172
Skyhawk: fixed impossible connection with ATC when BUS 1 is ON and bus 2 is off Cessna 208 B Grand Caravan EX: fixed PFD and MFD button issues between pilot and copilot sides Robin DR400/100 Cadet: can now request ground services to the ATC Cessna 172 Skyhawk (G1000): fixed checklist camera issues during the “After starting engine”
procedure Cessna 152 and 152 Aerobat: fixed pilot heat not working Cessna 152 and 152 Aerobat: fixed copilot not setting master switch ON during starting engine checklist procedure Daher TBM 930: fixed fuel tank incorrect tooltipGeneral aviation avionics Garmin avionics : fixed issues with auto switch from NAV to LOC in approach Garmin
avionics : Fixed wrong country codes G1000/3000 : Fixes on flight plan entering / duplicate waypoint page G1000 : performance improvements when displaying nearest airport page G3000 : it is now possible to active approach legs Cessna 172 Skyhawk (G1000): fixed automatic change from GPS to VOR 1 when a flight plan or approach loaded Cessna
172 Skyhawk: fixed crash when deleting direct-to flight plan Cessna 208 B Grand Caravan EX: fixed default state of avionics Sby & avionic bus guarded switches when starting cold and dark Cessna Citation CJ4: Upper menu and ENG buttons are no longer INOPAirliners systems Airbus A320neo Fix APU Fuel Flow shutting down left engine Boeing
787-10 Dreamliner/ Airbus A320neo Fixed lack of elevator authority with FBW at low speeds Boeing 787-10 Dreamliner: fixed APU fault light behavior Airbus A320neo : fixed max thrust display Boeing 787-10 Dreamliner: altitude target can no longer be set to negative values Boeing 747-8 Intercontinental: fixed wrong approach VREF speedsAirliners
avionics Boeing 787-10 Dreamliner HUD colors and layout improvements Airbus A320neo : fixed missing runway in the MCDU perf page Airbus A320neo : improved disappearance of legs too early when following a flight plan Airbus A320neo : STARs are filtered to display the ones connected to the selected runway in the MCDU Airbus A320neo :
“Invalid entry” has been replaced by “Not allowed” message in MCDU Airbus A320neo : Flaps “F” indication replaced by “FULL” when flaps completely deployedWEATHER The wind gradient when getting close to the ground on live weather has been fixed Lightning have been added when applicableMARKETPLACE Average rating has been finetuned for more accuracy 3rd party filter is now sorted alphabetically Improved notification system for content bought outside of the marketplace existing in the Community folder Version history is now available when an item is patchedCONTENT MANAGER The community content is now clearly identified in the content manager The content manager
button in the Marketplace will redirect to the corresponding addon content Version history is now available when an item is patchedINSTALLATION MANAGER The title’s audio is properly muted when the window is out of focus Graphic settings UI during onboarding has been fixed Apply and Save pop up now displays only once during the Graphic
Settings in the OnboardingLOCALIZATION Various typo fixes in multiple languagesCAMERAS Fixed visual glitch happening in camera cuts Fixed wrong LOD selection when a camera cut happens Camera reset function does not revert Cam speed/ momentum to default values anymoreINPUT CH Eclipse default preset has been added TrackIR can now
be enabled or disabled in the camera panel Track IR is now disabled when on the pause menu Improved support for Logitech Multi panelBUSH TRIPS Back on track should no longer show the wrong airportWORLD Ocean rendering has been improved (waves scale, foam and reflections) Water mask has been edited to display actual aerial image near
the shore in some areas Luminance has been tweaked for some photogrammetry cities (Napoli, Darwin, San Gorgonio, Las Vegas) Fixed terraforming issue which was causing issues in KTEX airport Water elevation has been updated to improve rivers (Missouri river and around Toronto for example) and lakes (center of Canada) Fixed detail map
rendering around runway/taxiway bordersKNOWN ISSUES Game may crash if the VFR Map is not opened right after starting the flight Cessna Citation Longitude: Regression AP FLC and VS mode Cessna Citation Longitude: Autopilot climb and level off issues Boeing 747-8 Intercontinental: Autopilot switches to FLCH mode instead of catching the
glideslope Boeing 747-8 Intercontinental: Autopilot switches to VNAV mode on take-off even if VNAV is not used by the pilot Airbus A320neo : PFDs shutdowns randomly The Tour of Japan discovery flight will be greyed out in the main menu if the Beechcraft King Air 350i is not installed A new install on a different install folder will only download the
mandatory content and will require a reboot (non mandatory content can be downloaded from the Content manager) Update 4 - 1.9.5.0 Original - PLANES The VFR map should no longer crash the title during a flight Avionic screens or buttons in the cockpit should no longer be turned off randomly (ghost cockpit) Crashes related to the use of the
Smart cam have been fixed AIRPORTS Navblue navigation data has been updated UI Version history is now properly displayed in the Marketplace and Content manager The multiple simultaneous downloads in the content manager are better handled to prevent crashes or freezes The packages downloaded through the content manager should now be
correctly loaded without requiring a reboot of the title The airport icons in the world map have been slightly modified AERODYNAMICS Auto Pilot pitch oscillation has been reduced on some planes ACTIVITY Multiplayer has been deactivated in the Japan Discovery Flight MARKETPLACE Quality of life updates for the marketplace WORLD Autogen
buildings height has been reviewed TIN luminance (Sendai, Takamatsu, Tokushima, Tokyo, Utsunomiya, Yokohama) Update 5 - 1.10.7.0 Original - Some packages in your community folder may not have been updated and, as a result, may have an unexpected impact on the title’s performance and behavior. Please move your community package(s) to
another folder before relaunching the title if you suffer from stability issues or long loading times.PLANES Improved sensitivity and twitchiness of control surfaces for the Daher TBM 930, Cessna 152, Cessna 152 Aerobat, Cessna 172 classic and Cessna 172 G1000 Improved autopilot behavior for pitch management, altitude capture and stability for
Cessna 208 B Grand Caravan EX, Cessna Citation Longitude, Boeing 747-8 Intercontinental and Daher TBM 930 Fixed Zlin Shock Ultra caution amber light which was always on Fixed Cirrus SR22 windshield deicing not working Fixed Cessna 152 flood light always ON during tutorials Fixed aircraft avionics screens going blank in certain conditions
Fixed Boeing 787-10 Dreamliner APU fault light behavior Unlocking longitudinal position of elevator to allow for “Canard” airplanes UI Press any key to start screen is now automatically skipped at launch Option added to the Misc menu to switch between Metric and US standard units Performances has been improved in plane selection menu and
marketplace The TrackIR can be enabled/disabled in the camera panel during flight Cockpit tooltips can now be deactivated in the Accessibility options menu WEATHER Metar data refresh issue has been fixed INSTALLATION MANAGER Solved several installation issues that were affecting edge cases We now display the download speed and amount
of packages that are being downloaded INPUT Support for Thrustmaster TCA Quadrant Airbus Edition Ability to move the origin of the sensitivity curve and change the sensitivity value on both side of the origin Fix input values when using deadzones ACTIVITY All Landing challenge scores should now be properly tracked in the leaderboards
MARKETPLACE Quality of life updates for the marketplace WORLD Motion blur has been added New temporal anti-aliasing (TAA) has been implemented The temporal upsampling has been fixed (when TAA is active with the render scale below 100%) Night lighting has been improved Water night reflections have been added Huge hole in Brazil has
been fixed KNOWN ISSUES VNAV can overshoot the climb speed. Disconnecting the AP after take off and re engaging it will limit the overshoot impact The Cessna Citation Longitude can be slightly below the glide slope as you get close to the airport Once activated, the Switch to Mach units knob won’t return to knots on the Airbus A320neo Live
weather fails to save properly after restarting the game UI fails to refresh after you Buy & Download any item, letting the download button appear Update 6 - 1.10.8.0 Does not require previous updates The Hotfix (1.10.8.0) for Update 5. This hotfix addresses CTD issues relating to custom user profiles. Thanks! Update 7 - 1.10.11.0 Original - Some
packages in your community folder may not have been updated and, as a result, may have an unexpected impact on the title’s performance and behaviour. Please move your community package(s) to another folder before relaunching the title if you suffer from stability issues or long loading times.NAVIGATION Navblue data has been updated
Navigation data date is now dynamically set in the avionicsATC ATC window should now list the entire name of approaches ATC should respond to requests for changing an approach into an airport User should now have the option to request an IFR clearance in the air even if they have a flight plan entered / loaded in their GPS ATC should now
respond to requests for changing runways while near / on approach to an airportPLANES The Fly by wire bank oscillation has been fixed for the Airbus A320neo The overpowered engine of the Boeing 787-10 Dreamliner has been reduced Fixed broken plane instruments when switching to Metrics via the options menu Fixed cockpit interactions
getting either mixed up or not working anymore on 3rd party airplanes All liveries should now be accessible in game and properly loadedWEATHER Lightning should no longer be triggered in clear skiesINPUT The sensibility curve methodology has been adapted for the different inputsMISC New temporal anti-aliasing (TAA), along with new sharpen
filter using AMD FidelityFX CAS Update 8 - 1.11.6.0 WORLD UPDATE II: USA Some packages in your community folder may not have been updated and, as a result, may have an unexpected impact on the title’s performance and behavior. Please move your community package(s) to another folder before relaunching the title if you suffer from stability
issues or long loading times.WORLD UPDATE II: USAThe world in Microsoft Flight Simulator is getting another major update, this time across the United States of America.With a motto of "E Pluribus Unum" ("Out of Many, One"), the United States of America is truly a vast collection of diverse territories, from coastal communities to colossal ranges,
verdant plains to metropolitan skylines -- and now it's getting upgraded with visual enhancements throughout the land. World Update II: USA features an improved digital elevation model with resolution up to one meter, along with new aerial textures for significantly better appearance in several states across the country. Add to that, four new handcrafted airports (Atlanta, Dallas/Fort Worth, Friday Harbor, and New York Stewart), visual and logical improvements to 48 more airports, plus 50 new high-fidelity POIs, and your state-side journey is sure to be stunning.If that wasn't enough, this update also includes a Discovery Flight through some of the most iconic locations on the country's
eastern seaboard, and an epic new Bush Trip across the Alaskan wilderness. World Update II: USA is available FREE to all Microsoft Flight Simulator users, so be sure your simulator is up to date first. Once MSFS is updated, visit the Marketplace to download the USA content bundle and enjoy the majesty on display in the Land of the Free and the
Home of the Brave.RELEASE NOTES 1.11.6.0In addition to the USA world update, several fixes and improvements have been added to the SIM. Thanks to players’ feedback, we are continuing to bring content and adjustments to Microsoft Fight Simulator. Please find below items on which we’ve been working on for this update.PERFORMANCE AND
STABILITY Several crashes were fixed to improve overall stability of the title Optimization on photogrammetry loading Offline air traffic aircraft are now properly removed at a long distance. This caused a performance degradation over time.PLANESFrom handling and flight model improvements to auto-pilot fixes, a general review of all planes has
been made for this udpate.Airliners: Fixed – Boeing 747-8 Intercontinental fuel consumption issue Fixed - Airbus A320neo fuel consumption issue Reduced yaw oscillation on the Airbus A320neo by further reducing yaw gainGeneral aviation aircraft: Pipistrel Virus SW121: Fixed – Cruise speed adjusted (previously too low) in the aircraft selection
menu Cessna 152: 5% more elevator authority Cirrus SR22: Fixed - The mixture control is no longer set to Automixture Cessna 208 B Grand Caravan EX: Fixed – invisible spoiler removed EXTRA 330LT : Engine reactivity increased EXTRA 330LT : Fixed full castoring tail wheel animation and allowed up to 90° rotation Robin Cap10 : Allowed 90° range
of motion for full castering rear wheelGarmin glass cockpit equipped aircraft: Added visual notification on PFD when deactivating AP Flight director is now automatically turned on when AP is enabled and cannot be disabledUI The data comsumption value calculation has been fixed Fix input feedbacks on some devices The livery name should now be
correctly displayed in the menus The weather image in the flight plan should now be correct in all cases Some accuracy for the live time have been fixed Fixed an issue that prevented the checklist eye button to be selected The bushtrip menu should no longer freeze Switching from online to offline in the menu should no longer freeze the title Fixed
some behaviors that resulted in having the World map search not respondingINPUT Honeycomb Bravo Throttle Quadrant default preset has been added (GA Twin engines configuration) CH Throttle Quadrant default preset has been added CH Flightstick Pro default preset has been added CH Combatstick default preset has been added Lightning
should no longer be triggered in clear skiesACTIVITY The logbook should now properly log unfinished flights (either via return to main menu or via landing and shutting down the engine and Master) The landing challenge target should now be properly displayed after restarting the activityWORLD Streetlights of smaller streets and roads should now
be displayed more randomly Workers on an airport should no longer randomly freeze and stop being animated Autogen building height heuristics were further improved to restrict excessive heights Autogen bridge joints and visual glitches such as gaps were significantly improved Fixed bugs where large bridge structures failed to load properly
Performance for autogen bridges was significantly improved in dense areas Update 9 - 1.11.7.0 HOTFIX - Release Notes Version 1.11.7.0 PERFORMANCE AND STABILITYFixed crashes affecting 3rd party aircraft cockpit interactionsReminder: Some packages in your community folder may not have been updated and, as a result, may have an
unexpected impact on the title’s performance and behavior. Please move your community package(s) to another folder before relaunching the title if you suffer from stability issues or long loading times.You can leave feedback on various topics here Update 10 - 1.12.13.0 Does not require previous updates SIM UPDATE II is now available! The long
awaited VR feature is now available for all to play. MSFS VR allows you to play in Virtual Reality using supported HMDs (Head Mounted Displays) and brings a new level of immersion to the simulator. In addition to this feature, a wide range of fixes and improvements have been added.As a special thank you for being on this journey with us, free
liveries are also available in this update.Holiday Scavenger Hunt: We’ve decked out 12 iconic landmarks around the world with festive holiday lights, ready for you to discover (with three bonus ones depending on which updates you’ve installed)! Can you find them all? Tweet them to us @MSFSOfficial and once you discover them all, we’ll post the
locations here plus tweet them out once found.Reminder: Some packages in your community folder may not have been updated and, as a result, may have an unexpected impact on the title’s performance and behaviour. Please move your community package(s) to another folder before relaunching the title if you suffer from stability issues or long
loading times.RELEASE NOTES 1.12.13.0NEW CONTENT: Virtual Reality is now available to all users as a free update for all OpenXR-compliant headsets! Visit the VR option menu in-game to enable the feature. Two new training missions will help you take off and land with the Airbus A320neo. Live Weather is enhanced with Meteo blue data to
include snow and ice coverage. Spotlight Event now features an Airbus A320neo Landing Challenge. See how well you do after training! Sam and Rufus liveries for the Aviat Pitts Special S2S Aviators club livery for all 30 planes available in the Marketplace for free! Test pilot livery for all 30 planes will be granted to all Alpha and Beta
testers!PERFORMANCE AND STABILITY Fixed an issue where standard animations on air traffic planes could crash the game. ATC memory footprint has been optimizedNAVIGATION/ATC Fix choosing closed runway on the World map Fix ATC pronouncing airport name letter by letter Fix ATC giving wrong altitude if first approach waypoint has no

altitude descriptorUI New Content manager menu Reactivity" and "Extremity dead zone" parameters have been added to the device sensitivity screen Copilot is no longer turned on through different play sessions Visual help has been added to highlight instruments during tutorials You can now map buttons / switches numbered higher than 30 using
the Search option in the Input box Scroll is now available for camera toolbar panel In Controls Options, the profile description of a newly plugged peripheral is now displayed Performance in the marketplace has been improved Various accessibility issues have been fixed Fixed VFR map becoming transparent when resizingAUDIO Ground SFX
improvements on Textron aircrafts Kinematic sounds improvements on aerobatic planes Added seatbelt & no smoking chimes in airliners Bug fix and polish on instruments, buttons and flight control SFX Fixed no audio heard when aircraft flies over Outer marker beaconWORLD Fixed flickering clouds for some specific GPUs Fixed sun flare flickering
on certain occasions Reduced density of lights on secondary roads in the countryside Fixed taxi ribbon displayed inside the cockpitPLANES All aircraft shared fixes and improvements Plane models update and optimization Fixing avionics / FMS validating next waypoint too early when flying Fixed several aircraft going back to departure airport when
approach is activated on G1000 Tweaked ground effect Planes can land and roll on ice Fixed warnings and alerts not resetting when instruments reboot Fixed monitor a frequency in COM 2 Copilot behavior has been improvedGeneral Aviation fixes and improvements Fixed various plane oscillation and overshoot AP related issues Fixed station ID
visible on Garmin displays despite being not received by aircraft Fixed issue in Garmin avionics preventing to fly a “direct to” after deleting the current flight plan Aviat Pitts Special S2S: fixed turn coordinator not working correctly Cessna Citation CJ4: fixed issues with displays not updating or freezing in certain situations Cessna Citation CJ4: fixed
right engine ITT red line badly placed Cessna Citation CJ4: fixed missing last leg of a flight plan when finishing at a point of interest Cessna Citation CJ4: fixed aircraft not intercepting and tracking VOR when NAV mode is engaged Cessna Citation CJ4: fixed impossibility to turn yaw damper on Cessna Citation Longitude: fixed incorrect fuel tank
capacity Cessna Citation Longitude: tweaked thrust settings Cessna Citation Longitude: fixed aircraft empty weight and center lift Tweaked fuel flow and ITT for Cessna Citation CJ4 and Longitude Zlin Savage Cub: fixed too high oil pressure Zlin Shock Ultra: fixed leading-edge slats incorrectly linked to flaps Zlin Savage cub: fixed copilot not pulling
the choke lever during starting engine procedure Flight Design CTLS: fixed issue preventing validation of checklist step during starting engine procedure Cessna 208 B Grand Caravan EX: fixed issue making the plane banking to the right when enabling AP Daher TBM 930: fixed inconsistency between overspeed stripe on PFD and backup display
Beechcraft Bonanza G36: tweaked performances Beechcraft Bonanza G36: tweaked manifold efficiency Fixed spoilers too low deflection for Cessna Citation CJ4 and Pipistrel Virus SW121 Diamond DV20: drag and power adjustment Extra 330LT: tweaked handlingAirliners shared fixes and improvements Fixed radio frequencies not updating when
changing them via the ATC window Fixed old path not disappearing when changing flight plan in a direct-to situation Improved radar altitude value refresh rate Fixed waypoints sometimes appearing twice on PFD or navigation displays Fixed duplicate waypoints in FMC / MCDU Fixed various presentation and flow issues in FMC / MCDU Fixed
various graphic glitches in cockpit Added various missing labels and stickers in cockpits Fixed various cockpit model graphic details Fixed various cockpit backlight issues Fixed various issues related to the FMA Fixed autopilot oscillations in certain conditions Fixed multiple “direct to” issues Fixed incorrect speed trend vector behavior Fixed various
tooltips issues Fixed various issues with Mach managementBoeing airliners Fixed various flow issues when navigating in FMC Fixed yoke obstructing view depending on selected camera Added FMC “PROG” page Fixed seat belt sign switches not working (manual mode only) Fixed radio / minimums / MDA selector not working Fixed delta pressure on
EICAS incorrectly displayed Fixed missing altitude target markers on altitude tape when set above or below visible range Fixed autobrake selector jumping to the most left or right positions when changing the setting quickly Fixed LNAV ignoring arrival part of the flight plan in certain conditions Fixed audio landing gear GPWS alert not being played
when needed Fixed discrepancies between world map flight plan and FMC/MCDU flight planBoeing 747-8 Intercontinental Fixed limit markers on N1 gauges Fixed missing ILS frequency set when starting a flight on arrival Removed dashes displayed in the N2 value field when engines are not started Fixed OAT indication in FMC perf INIT page Fixed
missing trim numeric value displayed on EICAS Fixed wrong knob controlling FMC brightness Fixed current Mach and target Mach values on speed tape not matching Fixed IAS/MACH speed window on MCP remaining displayed when VNAV mode is engaged Fixed various issues with landing gear model Fixed missing EGT red start limit on EICAS
Fixed N2 green bar missing on EICAS during start sequence Fixed incorrect start mode indications on EICAS during start sequence Fixed incorrect stabilizer trim green band placement on EICAS Fixed incorrect spoilers deploying during turns Fixing issues with the plane flying above the glideslope in certain conditions Fixed incorrect climb rate after
take-off with VNAV enabled Fixed too high fuel consumption Fixed AP incorrectly tracking knots instead of Mach after Mach switch Fixed missing command N1 indicator bar on EICAS Fixed backup baro knob not switching to standard altitude when pressed Fixed missing heater switch on copilot side Fixed N1 slight oscillations Fixed max rudder
values to 10 instead of 35 Fixed compass model not matching reality Fixed EEC switches incorrect default state Fixed plane leveling off too early before reaching target altitude Fixed flaps and slats deployment and retraction logics Fixed switching to descent phase too early and corresponding managed speeds Fixed Gross Weight field in FMC PERF
INIT page Fixed impossibility to set Zero Fuel Weight and reserve values in FMC PERF INIT page Tweaked fuel flow when throttle is adjusted Increased suspensions viscosityBoeing 787-10 Dreamliner Removed info incorrectly displayed when engines are not started Fixed HUD horizon line not aligning with real horizon Fixed APU fault light behavior
issues Fixed center tank fuel not going to lateral tanks when conditions are met Fixed spoiler lever incorrect default state Fixed AT button incorrectly lit by default Fixed transition speed after take-off Fixed TOGA mode engaging issue Fixed altitude target possibility to be set to negative values Fixed color and lighting issues on the HUD Fixed various
autothrottle issues Fixed missing dividing lines on displays Fixed missing magenta highlight on previous and next page FMC buttons Fixed EXEC button not lighting up when needed Fixed master warning and master caution buttons labeling Fixed wind speed arrow color on ND Fixed vertical speed color not changing according to current value Fixed
local time displayed in FMC instead of UTC time Fixed missing wind arrow on PFD Removed red chevrons on the FMC pitch ladder Fixed wind wrongly reported on displays while on ground Fixed airspeed box not highlighted in amber according to current airspeed Fixed AP incorrectly switching to LOC/FAC mode after capturing glideslope Fixed
display format issues when pressing L / R switches Fixed VSD button not marked as INOP Fixed issues with cursor selection on navigation display Fixed flaps that can be incorrectly extended above FL200 Fixed autobrake possibility to be set on RTO while airborne Fixed MCP windows going dark in certain conditions during flight Fixed incorrect fuel
tank quantities Fixed heading target line on ND frozen when heading hold mode is active Fixed crossfeed valve open by default Fixed issue preventing to change Zero Fuel Weight value in FMC Fixed flickering shadows in certain conditions Fixed aircraft overshooting speed target with VNAV enabled Fixed climb rate too high after take-off with VNAV
enabled Fixed auto brake remaining active despite manual braking applied Fixed impossibility to move throttle levers when engines are not running Fixed missing or badly placed screws on various panels Fixed fire panel switches bad default state Fixing bulk switch bad default state Fixed discrepancies between overhead panel switches states and
lights Fixed missing VS/FPA not displayed in MCP corresponding window Fixed flaps speed marker issues Fixed compass slightly not aligned with current heading Fixed missing MIC field on PFD Missing mismatch between PFD and MFD wind indications Fixed arrows displayed instead of diamonds on localizer and glideslope scales Fixed descent
phase activation issue and corresponding managed speeds Fixed incorrect target speeds during initial climb Fixed too small font size on MCP displays Fixed active VHF frequency on PFDAirbus A320Neo Holding MCDU clear button now deletes entire scratchpad line Fixed predicted time in MCDU Seat belt and no smoking sign selectors now working
in manual mode Improved MCDU display logic for cost index page in INIT page Approach altitude transition field is now automatically filled up regarding the destination airport Fixed THR RED / ACC indications in MCDU Init section Fixed “NO TRANS”, “NO STAR”, “NO VIAS” not displayed correctly Fixed constraint on navigation display blinking in
certain conditions Fixed waypoints marking incorrect colors on navigation display Fixed wrong transponder code set by default when starting a flight Fixed issues with Alpha and stall speeds Tweaked FLX power settings Improved flight director behavior Fixed missing heading target value on navigation display and PFD Fixed aircraft not flying green
dot speed, F speed or S speed when conditions are met Fixed spoilers too low max deflection Fixed FMA AP mode colors Fixed heading bug remaining displayed despite FCU heading window being empty Fixed autobrake LOW decel lights always activated whatever the selected autobrake level Fixed MCDU frozen after multiple flight plan changes
Fixed slats indication not aligned with dot on ECAM Fixed issues with spoilers incorrectly deploying / retracting after landing Fixed climb incorrectly resuming on its own instead of remaining to current flight level after leveling off Fixed unrealistic parking brake selector animation Fixed incorrect N1 value in cruise Fixed rudder trim “R” font issue on
pedestal display Fixed spoiler surfaces not correctly aligned Fixed engine starters default incorrect positions when spawning on the runway Fixed MCDU not switching to DES phase when it should Fixed managed target speed issues with flaps out FIXED ETA not being updated in MCDU Fixed SRS mode incorrect target speed Fixed intermediate
altitude constraints not showing on PFD Fixed incorrect course shown in MCDU RAD/NAV page for LOC/ILS Fixed constraints decimal issues on navigation display Fixed issue with unlimited fuel assistance preventing aircraft shutdown Fixed fuel crossfeed valve switch default states Fixed radio screens going black when camera is close from pedestal
Fixed approach speeds Fixed fly by wire error causing insufficient pitching during turns Tweaked thrust performance and fuel consumption Fixed ECAM too small font size Fixed V1 marker on speed tape Fixed various autothrottle issuesKNOWN ISSUES Aircraft can crash when landing on frozen water. You can activate the No crash mode in the dev
mode menu to avoid crashes in this situation. Update 11 - 1.13.16.0 World Update III: United Kingdom Now Available! Take flight into a region rich with tradition, culture and heritage -- not to mention a fair share of myth and legend. From seats of royalty to centers of finance, bustling metropolitan hubs to sprawling farmsteads and cliffside villages,
the splendor of the United Kingdom and Ireland is on full display with new dramatic upgrades and visual enhancements.RELEASE NOTES 1.13.16.01/ If you are using the manual cache feature, please make sure to delete it via the in-game menu and create an updated version as we performed some backend technical updates.2/ Some packages in your
community folder may not have been updated and, as a result, may have an unexpected impact on the title’s performance and behavior. Please move your community package(s) to another folder before relaunching the title if you suffer from stability issues or long loading times.3/ After you download the newest update for Microsoft Flight Simulator,
head to the Marketplace to download the free World Update.PERFORMANCE AND STABILITY Fixed various crashes across the title Fixed a specific crash while using Little Navmap in Bush trip activitiesWORLD Several terrain spikes have been fixed, including incorrect cases of water elevation issues Watermask has been updated across various
locations in the world Reduce the frequency of water artifacts appearing on cliffs Noise issue affecting clouds has been fixedVR The ‘Activate/Deactivate VR’ button is now always displayed in the main menu (bottom left corner of the screen) when a VR headset is plugged in. If no controls are displayed on this button, then it means that no controls are
bound to this action. When the toolbar is opened, it does not block interactions anymore with other menus displayed in front of it. The cursor doesn’t jump anymore when moving across the Options menu in the cockpit. Gray boxes don’t appear anymore when using the travel to feature in VR. After leaving VR mode, the sim window is no longer forced
on top and the player can drag and drop any other window over it.PLANES Fixed induced speed calculation bug with bi propeller engines Fixed the plane crash detection when landing on iced water with crash detection 'ON' Fixed swapped screens in DA62 TestPilot version Fixed VS Knob Turn not working on the Airbus A320Neo Improved flaps
system of aircraft : Aircraft creators can now move the wing wing surface’s position and camber with each flap system at each flap level Improved ground effect wing to ground interaction system to avoid pitch dip at rotation on some aircraftNAVIGATION Latest AIRAC cycle has been integrated and is now availableINPUT CH ECLIPSE YOKE default
preset have been added Fixed Thrustmaster TCA Quadrant ENG 1+2 don't start enginesSDK/DevmodeDev mode: new version of the console is now available Fixed an issue related to UTF8 encoding in the BGL compilerScenery Editor: New feature to group, rename, re-order, hide and lock items in the scene list Fixed freeze during saving New airport
light system Add a button in airport properties to generate taxiway signs Improve heightmap edition Don't lock runway profile extremity Fix taxiway sign size (wasn't correctly serialized in BGL)Aircraft Editor: Fix an issue with the saving of "static_thrust" Added a new button in the Camera section of the aircraft editor to teleport the current developer
camera to the position, rotation and zoom of the selected one. Creation of a new tool to edit only a camera file (cameras.cfg) : it matches with the camera section of the aircraft editorWASM: Security vulnerabilities in the WASI layer have been reported and fixed Fixed StringFormat conversion to NanoVG alignment in GDI+ layer Reworked
MouseAircraft left gauge to provide clearer informationSimconnect: Fixed flight load/save (SimConnect_FlightLoad / SimConnect_FlightSave) Update 12 - 1.13.17.0 HOTFIX - Release Notes Version 1.13.17.0General Fixed the flaps issue that was introduced in World Update 3 Fixed the photogrammetry for Southampton and PortsmouthDeveloper
mode Fixed Scenery Editor crashes when loading BGLs with Projected Meshes Fixed BGL backward compatibility issue with light rows--- Note – Flight Dynamics Bug: If you have applied the workaround to prevent the issue linked to Flaps, please read this postKnown issuesThe Microsoft Flight Simulator Team Update 13 - 1.14.5.0 SIM UPDATE III is
now available!RELEASE NOTES 1.14.5.0Some packages in your community folder may not have been updated and, as a result, may have an unexpected impact on the title’s performance and behaviour. Please move your community package(s) to another folder before relaunching the title if you suffer from stability issues or long loading times.NEW
CONTENT FSX legacy liveries available on appropriate planes : Kenmore, Emerald Gold, Global Freightways, Orbit, Pacifica and World Travel Contrails are now displayed on the player's aircraft (MP and AI are not supported yet) New customization menu in the World map to further adjust the aircraft to perfectly match specific real world aircraft.
The changes only affect the next flight and they are not persistent. - Empty CG position : We can now have a different empty CG position, just like real world aircraft that all may have slightly different empty balance. - Wear : We can now increase the wear of the fuselage to get a slightly higher parasitic drag and simulate older aircraft. - Control
surface limits : We can now adjust the maximum angle limits for elevator, rudder and aileron control surfaces to simulate the slight difference that may exist between different real aircraft. Check Type Certificate Data Sheet (TCDS) Information for real world aircraft control surface angle limit variation tolerance.PERFORMANCE AND STABILITY
Fixed various crashes across the title Fixed a specific crash while using the manual cacheNAVIGATION Latest AIRAC cycle has been integrated and is now availablePLANES Autopilot / FMS: Corrected an issue which prevented the VS Wheel from working in FLC mode on the Cessna Citation Longitude Disabled the autopilot which was incorrectly set
as available on the JMB VL-3 Corrected an issue preventing the use of the VS Wheel to control the pitch on some planes Corrected an issue with the VS Knob not properly responding to commands on the Airbus A320neo Prevented the autopilot from being polluted by incorrect data when exiting slew mode VOR/ADF Feature implemented VOR/ADF Airbus A320neo FMA Adaptability Fixed General Aviation planes displaying FMS instead of GPS Fixed roll hold mode behaving like wing leveler Removing auto alignment of localizers with the runway when the heading given by the localizer and the heading of the runway are too different Add TRK/FPA features to Airbus A320neo Boeing 747-8
Intercontinental : LNAV and VNAV no longer engage automatically when activating the AutopilotDisplays: Boeing 787-10 Dreamliner - Enhanced HUD Projection Airliners – Speed Trend arrow is now more reactive and accurate Fixed some bearing indicated outside of the 0-360 range in Garmin instruments Fixed a bug in GNS430 and GNS530 where
the cursor did not automatically jump to "Activate" in Direct-to page on validation of the entered ident when there is no ident duplicate Added airport ident and ils runway name in GNS530 when tuning nav radio to a localizer Fixed flight director roll not working when autopilot is not activated Added wind display in G3X Touch in PFD or Splitted mode
Added possibility to adjust brightness level in G3X Touch Added possibility to adjust brightness level in G3000 Fixed issue in FLT files that lead to flight plan not being loaded in instruments Fixed the display of LDA approaches which were wrongly aligned to the runway at the end of their pathEngines: Fixed Beechcraft Baron G58 incorrectly having
automixture enabled Corrected an issue causing the AutoStart sequence of the Boeing 747-8 Intercontinental to activate the batteries later than expected Re-enabled the STARTERX SET keys which used to throw an error and toggle the starter. They now correctly set the starter to ON or OFF Corrected an issue causing the starter to affect the plane's
rpm excessively when the piston_power_scalar of the plane is >1 Corrected an issue which would prevent the engine from ever shutting down while in unlimited fuel mode. Beechcraft Baron G58 engines adjustment Beechcraft Bonanza G36 engine idle RPM adjustmentCockpit interaction: Corrected a number of minor XML errors Improved the
behavior of knobs that repeatedly send an action to prevent it from sending multiple events at once Corrected the fact that the Avionics switch of the Pipistrel Virus SW121 was off when starting in cruise Enabled the THRT Knob on the ATC Panel of the Airbus A320neo Enabled the option to push the backup baro knob of the Boeing 747-8
Intercontinental to set it in Standard Altitude mode Made the copilot's HUD interactive on the Boeing 787-10 Dreamliner Enabled the clock's buttons on the Boeing 787-10 Dreamliner JMB VL-3 Propeller Instrument Fix Fixed Mouse Events not handled correctly on Tactile Screens AS3X Touch - Removed com active ident display Cessna Citation CJ4 Fixed default VT Speed Boeing 787-10 Dreamliner - Fixed ND interaction Model Fixed the "COM RECEIVE ALL" simvar always returning false on planes without a configured COM 3, leading to problems with some third party content Beechcraft King Air 350i - Baro knobs have been addedControl surface: Corrected Flaperon animation on Boeing 78710 Dreamliner which was incorrect in the air Corrected an issue preventing the autobrakes of the Airbus A320neo from enabling on the Funchal mission Fixed Beechcraft Baron G58 inoperative rudder trimLighting: Corrected some emissive elements staying active when they should be off on the Boeing 787-10 Dreamliner Corrected some emissive
elements staying active when they should be off on the Boeing 747-8 Intercontinental Corrected some emissive elements staying active when they should be off on the Airbus A320neoChecklist: "Mixture : Lean for Altitude" checkpoint can now be auto completed without issues Added a Brake Release checkpoint to the Aviat Pitts Special S2S checklist
The Checklist entry "Mixture : Rich below 3000 feet" is now correctly displayed as such instead of "300 feet" Engine should now start without struggle and auto completion of the "Starting procedure" on the Aviat Pitts Special S2S should now work Corrected issue on the Cessna 172 Skyhawk's checklist which prevented the copilot from correctly
executing the "Set Transponder to Alt" step Corrected Issue on piston planes checklists which prevent the the steps relating to setting the right mixture from correctly executing Corrected issue on the Beechcraft Baron G58 which caused the copilot to not keep the starter active long enough to reach a combustion when auto-completing the checklist
Corrected issue on the Boeing 747-8 Intercontinental's checklist which caused the step to activate all fuel pumps to not properly validate on some airportsMisc: External HUD - Fixed AP Ref speed/altitude not always displayed 3rd View HUD - Fixed HSI not showing approach course if approach is armed 3rd View HUD - Fixed Trim & Flaps display
Fixed crash when using a plane with an incorrectly setup FuelSystem. Fuel pressure gauges should now display correct pressure level indications Fixed crash when teleporting to approach Fixed external HUD not updating at correct framerateVR A 'No binding' icon is displayed when no control is assigned to a VR action If there are no controls
assigned to the camera recenter, then the player cannot switch to VR and they are asked to assign a command to this action Players can now access to the controls menu directly from the VR Mode page HOTAS are now specified in the VR bindings (VR Mode page) VR is now functional when HDR is enabled The panel reset feature is now functional in
VR A dark background is displayed when opening a menu in the cockpit When a toolbar menu is opaque, it will now hide properly menus that are positioned behind it Labels are now properly displayed in the VFR map Various fixes on the toolbar and the panels display The mouse cursor is now properly positioned in VR on the Cub Crafter X Cub
instrument panel Cockpit handles should not teleport anymore when clicked and dragged It is now possible to switch the throttle to CutOff position in the Daher TBM 930 The Flap control in the Cessna 172 Skyhawk G1000 doesn't return to fully retracted position when interacting with it with the mouseATC In case there is an ASOS/ATIS and
Center/Departure/Approach agent on the same frequency in the same area, the ATIS/ASOS will not air its message if the player has been handed off to the Center/Departure/Approach agent to prevent the ATC flow from being stuck Add leading zero for runway numbers in ATC communications when necessary Fixed ATC agent pronouncing letter by
letter airports names during communication with the player Fixed ATC agent attributing cruise altitude instead of proper approach altitude when the first waypoint of the approach does not hold altitude informationWEATHER Wind panel UI update for wind and gusts settingsWORLD MAP Properly set runway when setting approach in the worldmap
Changing behavior of Precision Marking field in Scenery Editor to allow for the marking to be displayed in case of short runways Displaying all waypoints from data on the worldmap and changing zoom scores to compensate for the amount of new points Fixing behavior of WorldMap which was attributing closed runway over opened runway under
certain conditionsWORLD Fixed outline against clouds and object in game introduced in the previous update Lights should no longer be too dark under mountain shadow with low quality setting Taxi sign lights size has been tweakedSDK/DEVMODE Documentation: Revamped documentation website now live on Added Sample for AirtportServices The
left gauge in the MouseAircraft sample has been reworked to provide clearer informationScenery Editor: Trimmed leading spaces in package title Fixed a bug that would not update the Scene list when adding an object while having no object selected Fixed an issue to avoid unwanted airport modification Fixed a crash when hidding all TaxiwayPoints
of an AirportWebassembly: Fixed GDI+ StringFormat conversion to NanoVG alignment Fixed potential vulnerabilities in the WASI layer Tweaked our system to avoid hampering module debugging with recurring exceptionsSimConnect: Load and Save Flight using the FlowFlightManagerKNOWN ISSUES Throttle mapping reversed for the
Thrustmaster HOTAS Warthog Beechcraft King Air 350i does not change pitch with VS wheel when Autopilot is enabled On rare occasions, Aircraft screens might not initialize correctly upon loading a flight. Please restart the flight to fix the issue. The plane continually loses altitude causing it to crash after loading into the Attitudes & Instruments
Training Flight Update 13 - 1.14.6.0 RELEASE NOTES 1.14.6.0PERFORMANCE Performance optimizations when flying close to large airports such as Dallas-Ft Worth (KDFW) Performance optimizations of server requests when in the menus and during flightNavdata The Aeronautical Information Regulation And Control (AIRAC) cycle is being
updated with new navdata.Reminder: Some packages in your community folder may not have been updated and, as a result, may have an unexpected impact on the title’s performance and behavior. Please move your community package(s) to another folder before relaunching the title if you suffer from stability issues or long loading times.You can
leave feedback on various topics here - Tyler park (Steam) Menkeh88 (Steam) Update 15 - 1.15.7.0 World Update IV: France & Benelux Now Available! The latest World Update for Microsoft Flight Simulator is focused on France, Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg.RELEASE NOTES 1.15.7.0Some packages in your community folder may not
have been updated and, as a result, may have an unexpected impact on the title’s performance and behavior. Please move your community package(s) to another folder before relaunching the title if you suffer from stability issues or long loading times.WORLD Fixed reduction of tree display distance that was caused by smaller tree sizes Water mask
has been updated with latest locationsUI Localization has been added for Japanese and Dutch Incorrect fuel weight calculation when switching planes in the "Weight and Balance" screen has been fixedPLANES S7 Airbus A320neo livery has been added KLM Boeing 787-10 Dreamline livery has been added Fixed screens not turning on under rare
circumstances Fixed black screens for various Aviat Pitts Special S2S liveries Fixed altitude and standard altitude calculations to fix the altimeter behavior (Now correctly calculates altitude based on altimeter pressure setting and outside pressure) Updated Diamond DA40NG speed, ground roll and fuel consumptionINPUT Honeycomb device 10
degrees heading issue has been fixedACTIVITIES Fix sim rate speed change according to the various activity types Autopilot has been fixed in the second tutorialSDK/DEVMODE General: Added a new feature on the DevMode toolbar to let you know when a new release is available for download. It also includes the release notes for this update and the
previous ones Improved the DevMode font, which could be blurry on some screens Added an Airport Creation Wizard to ease the creation of new airports New option to flag if a package is designed for Xbox and/or PC. This is mainly in preparation for some transparent changes in the back-end and shouldn't affect your current work. Simply select this
option if you consider releasing your content on Xbox via the in-game marketplace in the future.Documentation: Massive update to the Scenery Editor documentation Added External Installer Sample Added a page about VR for cockpits Added liveries sample Split « Documentation » tab in 2 links, « Open local » which is downloaded with the SDK
update or « Open online » which redirects to docs.flightsimulator.comScenery Editor: Fixed a bug on TaxiwaySign properties to prevent from typing invalid characters Removed inactive options: Cast shadow & No Snow Fixed a crash when using Importer from AP Fixed a bug that didn’t show object test radius when selected Fixed a bug on taxiway
lines that were no longer displayed Fixed a buffer overflow on Display Name Fixed a crash when exiting « one-click placing » with Properties window visible Added a button to remove material from polygons Implemented the Delete Key as a way to delete individual points on polygons-based objects (painted lines, apron, polygons…)Aircraft Editor: The
Initial Zoom value in the Camera tab is now capped to 20Webassembly: Fixed execute_calculator_code proxy and added more security to itSimConnect: Exposed ROTATION_ACCELERATION_BODY_X/Y/Z SimvarsKNOWN ISSUE The cockpit screens can end up in an unresponsive state if the RTC finishes and proceed into flight. Please make sure to
click the Fly Now button before the RTC ends. (RTC =Real-Time Cinematic) Update 16 - 1.15.8.0 [RELEASE] Hotfix Now Available (1.15.8.0)The hotfix (1.15.8.0) is now live on both the Microsoft Store and Steam. Issues addressed:WASM stand alone modules used in some add-ons are no longer working Cockpit screens can be unresponsive if the RTC
is not skippedThe launcher update is approximately 1 GB.Thank you for your feedback as we continue to track trending bugs! Enjoy. Update 17 - 1.15.10.0 PATCH - Release Notes Version 1.15.10.0A patch (1.15.10.0) addressing the multiplayer stuttering issue is now available for Microsoft Flight Simulator on Steam. Full patch notes can be found
here: Framerate stuttering when custom liveries are being used in multiplayer has been fixed Update to live weather system to improve accuracy globallyThe Microsoft Flight Simulator Team Update 18 - 1.16.2.0 SIM UPDATE IV is now available! RELEASE NOTES 1.16.2.0 Some packages in your community folder may not have been updated and, as
a result, may have an unexpected impact on the title’s performance and behaviour. Please move your community package(s) to another folder before relaunching the title if you suffer from stability issues or long loading times. We performed some optimization for the initial full download of the title so the base game is only 83GB instead of +170GB
NAVIGATION New AIRAC cycle 2105 has been implemented FAA data has been implemented to our navdata solution Departure gates are now saved in flight plan (.PLN) files Fixed a crash and other issues when selecting a parking space as arrival and no set departure Fixed some Live Air Traffic aircraft using the wrong model Fixed an issue where
some Live Air Traffic aircraft had broken callsigns Increased the density of Live Air Traffic Aircraft that are not on the ground but that have an altitude of zero will now appear at a default altitude of 5000m Live traffic stability has been improved ATC phraseology improvements to FAA standards (wording only) WEATHER Reduced weather data
bandwith Improved precision of live snow coverage "Visual Effect Only" in assistance now does properly desactivate other weather effects "Visual Icing" has been renamed "Icing" in the devmode because it impacts the whole icing system "Icing" in DevMode only changes visual effects if "Visual Effect Only" is activated Ice constant decay is no longer
ignored outside of frost conditions Accelerated pitot icing model while making it slower to defrost Fixed pitot icing not scaling with the number of instruments Fixed overspeed controller vibrations not affected by pitot icing Decrease structural icing rate by a factor of 15 for severe icing (6 for moderate) PLANES All planes: Added altitude interception
for PITCH HOLD mode Increased native induced drag amount and improved induced drag precision Autopilot no longer flies toward a Waypoint removed from the FlightPlan SimConnect injected traffic (VATSIM, IVAO) should now be displayed in HTML/JS instruments that have traffic displays as well as on the VFR Map Fixed simvar acceleration not
taking impacts into account and returning wrong values on ground Writing back corrected acceleration values after impact resolutions so that they are exact when pulled as a simvar Flaps, stall, wing and fuselage updates of flight model More cleanup of the flaps system. Support multi systems with different number of levels and max angles Increased
threshold to avoid trim fight against elevator to 50% (corresponds to disconnect threshold) Changed elevator AP with trim to avoid fighting against user input when user input is >50% on elevator Allow setting the empty CG position out of limits Fixed morse audio not playing on large aircraft Fixed Autothrottle sometimes disabled by AI Turboprop:
Improved tools to tune prop drag on constant speed & turbo propellers Removed fake and completely wrong ITT simulation when prop is feathered or reverse Fixed reverse thrust problem with propeller (no support of negative beta & induced wind) Added prop lever debug on engines debug page Fixed torque increasing with altitude because of N1 /
Corrected N1 confusion in FSX turboprop code Fixed crash bug when scrolling Daher TBM 9300 Flight Plan pag Torque fine adjustment per POH for the Daher TBM 930 Updated stability and inertia for the Daher TBM 930 Ajusted sea level max torque on the Daher TBM 930 Turbine fine tuning: ITT, Torque, Performance, and Fuel Flow on the Daher
TBM 930 Flight model update for handling on the Daher TBM 930 Ground level max torque and torque limiter setting updated. 100% max with inertial separator; 112% max, limited to 109% without inertial separator on the Daher TBM 930 Reduced effect of inertial separator from 25% TQ to 12% TQ for the Daher TBM 930 Tuned stability and inertia
on the Beechcraft King Air 350i Tweaked Idle RPM from 1030 to 1060RPM for the Beechcraft King Air 350i Ajusted max sea level torque on the Beechcraft King Air 350i Tuned Beechcraft King Air 350i turboprop engine: ITT, Torque, Fuel Flow and other minor changes Added ITT debug to engine debug and added density on fuel flow table for
turboprop engines on the Beechcraft King Air 350i Fine tuned fuel consumption per the POH at IDLE, 12000ft cruise and 18000ft cruise on the Cessna 208 B Grand Caravan EX Fixed ITT, Throttle to Torque Ratio, and Garmin color bands for ITT and TRQ on the Cessna 208 B Grand Caravan EX Pass on stability and inertia on the Cessna 208 B Grand
Caravan EX Fine tuned Fuel Flow per altitude and ajusted sea level max torque on the Cessna 208 B Grand Caravan EX Turbine Torque fine tuned per POH on the Cessna 208 B Grand Caravan EX Control surfaces & handling improvements on the Cessna 208 B Grand Caravan EX Prop lever of the Cessna 208 B Grand Caravan EX can now be set in
feathering range Others: Weather radar now displays precipitation instead of cloud coverage Fixed contrail behavior on player’s aircraft during windy conditions Contrails are now displayed for applicable AI traffic planes Reduced rudder authority based on the Cessna 152 Stability and inertia pass on Cessna 172 Skyhawk and Cessna 152 Flight
model handling update for the Cessna 152 Fixed Cessna 152's rear wheels not touching ground Pass on engine power & propeller drag. Fine tuned max speed, cruise speed, climb speeds, glide speeds and other minor tweaks on the Cessna 172 Skyhawk Flight model tuning of Cessna 172 Skyhawk (handling, induced yaw, roll and stall) Fixed water on
windows and tail color on LOD5 for the Boeing 787-10 Dreamliner EICAS now displays "CLB" instead of "CL" when the thrust levers are set to CL in the A320 Fixed an issue which prevented copilot from autocompleting the Securing Aircraft page on the Diamond DA40 TDI Improved propeller drag and engine drag tuning for the Diamond DA62 Flight
model handling update on the Diamond DA62. Made engine effect more important by adjusting rudder surfaces Increased rudder stability slightly and fixed engine stall in air at low speeds on the EXTRA 330LT Added a notch more dihedral to increase induced roll a little on the EXTRA 330LT Fuel Pressure gauges now display correct levels of
pressure on the EXTRA 330LT Fine tune on the 103Solo Engine and implementation of engine clutch below 2100 RPM Fixed FS Livery on Cessna Citation Longitude disappearing too early on LOD6 Corrected Pipistrel Virus SW121 flaps animation which would not properly play for negative flaps values G3000 : Map zoom level is now kept constant
between Regular and Weather map G1000 : Airspaces are redrawn uppon change in map orientation G3000 : Fix PFD display error when a DirectTo is requested Fixed aircraft spawning with glasscockpits turned off randomly Fixed FlightPlan displaying passed waypoints when canceling a DirectTo Fixed FlightPlan guidance not re-engaging properly
when DirectTo is canceled or reached Fixed G3000 and G3X MFD TopBar displaying True Bearing instead of Magnetic Fixed overspeed strip being too low on airspeed tape Fixed bug where the flightplan was not displayed properly if the flight was started directly on approach Fixed VFRMap not updating approach according to FlightPlan Tactile
glasscockpits scrollbars are bigger and can be interacted with more easily Fixed FlightPlan guidance not re-engaging properly when DirectTo is canceled or reached INPUT Fixed resetting position peripheral input position when user exits the pause menu Fixed the unresponsive specific axis on Honeycomb Bravo Throttle Fixed default mapping for
the CH Eclipse Yoke Fixed default mapping for the CH Fighter Stick Fixed default mapping for the CH Flight Sim Yoke Fixed default mapping for the CH Fighter Stick Pro Fixed default mapping for the CH Pro Pedals Fixed default mapping for the CH Pro Throttle Fixed default mapping for the CH Throttle Quadrant UI Community Folder Addons will
now show up as Installed in the Content manager SDK/DEVMODE General: Coherent GT’s debugger is now included in the SDK Speed restrictions and RF center fix information is now available on airport facility procedure data via the JS facility listener JS facility listener LOAD_* calls now return bool to indicate whether or not an ICAO can be loaded
Facilities.getMagVar added when JS facility listener is loaded which allows one to get the mag var for a given LatLongAlt Maximum number of JS BingMap views increased from 5 to 9 Ability to intercept and mask key events has been added to the JS key event listene Preventing the game from crashing if too many virtual netbing maps were created
Fixed the installation of 3DS Max tools Fixed the font displayed in the release notes window Documentation: Creation of an Xbox X|S dedicated page in the documentation, which gathers the latest info & best practices to port content on Xbox. Visual Effects documentation has been added along with a sample. A video tutorial will be added soon. Major
updates were made to The Project Editor section: Updated main page with more information New section for Project Asset Types (WIP) New section for the various project editor menus: Project, Edit, View Updated Marketplace Data page Updated Export Window page Content Configuration now has a section dedicated to Flights And Missions: Initial
documentation for Flight Plan Definitions Initial documentation for Flight Definitions Initial documentation for Event Trigger Definitions Initial documentation for Weather Definitions A page has been added documenting the new SimObject Stats window. A page with samples to illustrate model optimisation has been added specifically for the Xbox,
although the samples shown are relevant to everyone creating add-ons. A page has been added for Submodel Merging in the 3D Models section. The Airport Tutorial has been updated to show the Airport Wizard for Creating Or Replacing An Airport Page on Aircraft Texture Mapping now has a section describing how to set up Ice Page on the Package
Tool XML Definitions has been updated with more information. Page on the DA62 sample added to the Samples And Tutorials section New engines.cfg and flight_model.cfg setting documented Project Editor: Renamed package inspector "+" button into "Add asset group" In the Marketplace Data Editor, fixed a crash when loading empty thumbnail
Fixed simvar index being lost when loading a file Disabled a false positive error message box that appeared randomly when building aircraft packages Scenery Editor: Fixed a crash when editing runway terraforming profile Fixed '`' char being filtered in taxiway sign content text entry. Fixed the "add custom asset group" window which wouldn't close
when creating a new non-templated asset group Fixed a crash when editing runway terraforming profile Fixed the windsocks with wrong orientation Fixed infinite loading for light presets with no mesh Fixed issues with water polygons Aircraft Editor: Fixed a potential crash when converting old .air file. Visual Effects Editor: The Visual Effects Editor
is now available! You can now create your own effects. We prepared a video tutorial and complete documentation that can be found at Flight Model: Added elevator_lift_coef, rudder_lift_coef and fuselage_lateral_cx to give aircraft creators better control over plane stability SimConnect: Added new SimVar “GEAR SKIDDING FACTOR” Audio: On Wwise
Sample Project: Fixed shared IR convolution medias not loaded in remote On Wwise Sample Project: Added Built-in Emitter & Listener cone game-parameters KNOWN ISSUE You may crash when exiting VR mode. This issue is being investigated but we suspect OpenXR preview runtime (v106) may be involved. So if you experience this problem, we
recommend you revert to the official public runtime (v105). Update 19 - 1.17.3.0 World Update V: Nordics Now Available!The virtual world in Microsoft’s Flight Simulator is getting its latest major update, one with a focus on Europe’s Nordic countries of Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, and Sweden. Renowned for its natural splendor and
architectural wonder, this region has been rendered in its most realistic fidelity yet in World Update V: Nordics.Simmers can take to the northern European sky and explore vast fjords, intriguing urban vistas, domineering peaks, and centuries-old castles from within the cockpit. World Update V: Nordics includes improvements in detail of broad
swaths of landscapes, enhancements to regional architecture, improved data for 100 airports and 77 carefully selected points of interest. The update also has five bush trips, one for each of the Nordic countries, that show off some of the very best of these destinations.This latest update also includes five landing challenges designed to test and hone
aviation mettle throughout a range of conditions. The airports used for the landing challenges, Denmark’s Bornholm, Iceland’s Ísafjörður, Sweden’s Stockholm Arlanda, Norway’s Svalbard, and Finland’s Vaasa, have all been carefully replicated by hand for maximum realism.World Update V: The Nordics is available FREE to all Microsoft Flight
Simulator users. Be sure your simulator is up to date first, then visit the Marketplace to download the Nordic Countries Bundle, and get ready to immerse yourself in this magnificent part of the world!DOWNLOAD INSTRUCTIONS 1. Some packages in your community folder may not have been updated and, as a result, may have an unexpected impact
on the title’s performance and behavior. Please move your community package(s) to another folder before relaunching the title if you suffer from stability issues or long loading times. 2. Open the Steam application and download the launcher update for the some. More in-depth guide here. 3. Launch Microsoft Flight Simulator and install the in-game
content update. 4. Once in the sim, head to the Marketplace and download the free content update for The Nordics.RELEASE NOTES 1.17.3.0 LOCALIZATION New localization languages have been added (Swedish, Norwegian and Finnish)WORLD Updated aerial imagery in parts of the Nordic countries Updated elevation data for Norway, Denmark,
Finland and French oversea territories (La Réunion, Mayotte, Saint-Barthelemy, Saint-Martin, Martinique, Guadeloupe, Guyane and Saint-Pierre-et-Miquelon) Watermasks have been updated at various locationsNAVIGATION New AIRAC cycle 2106 has been implemented Fixed an issue preventing users from requesting fuel trucks on airports with
fuel pumps but without ground equipment parkingPOINTS OF INTEREST Roskilde Cathedral - Denmark Ǿresund Bridge - Denmark Amalienborg - Denmark Copenhagen Opera House - Denmark Egeskov Castle - Denmark Frederiksborg Castle - Denmark Frogner Park / Sculptures - Denmark Kronborg Castle - Denmark Lego House - Denmark
Rosenborg Castle - Denmark Men at Sea - Denmark Ceres Park, Aarhus - Denmark Aalborg Stadium, Aalborg - Denmark Blue Water Arena, Esbjerg - Denmark Brǿndby Stadium - Denmark Parken Stadium, Copenhagen - Denmark Helsinki Cathedral - Finland Petäjävesi Old Church - Finland Turku Cathedral - Finland Uspenski Cathedral - Finland
Bomarsund Bridge - Finland Replot Bridge - Finland Vylisto Bridge - Finland Olavinlinna - Finland Suomenlinna - Finland Näsinneula - Finland Turku Castle - Finland Bolt Arena / Helsinki Ice Hall - Finland Helsinki Olymic Stadium, Helsinki - Finland Hallgrimskirkja Church - Iceland Hvitserkur - Iceland Perlan - Iceland Arctic Cathedral - Norway
Heddal Stave Church - Norway Nidaros Cathedral - Norway Urnes Stave Church - Norway Fyksesund Bridge - Norway Hardanger Bridge - Norway Helgeland Bridge - Norway Storseiundet Bridge - Norway Tromsø Bridge - Norway Bryggen (Bergen0 - Norway Oslo Opera House - Norway Pulip Rock / Preikestolen - Norway Royal Palace, Oslo - Norway
Tyholttårnet - Norway Holmenkollbakken - Norway Brann Stadion, Bergen - Norway Intility Arena, Oslo - Norway Lerkendal Stadion, Trondheim - Norway Sparebanken Sǿr Arena, Kristiansand - Norway Ullevaal Stadion, Oslo - Norway Viking Stadion / SR-Bank, Stavanger - Norway Frederik Church - Sweden Church of Holy Trinity - Sweden Kiruna
Church - Sweden Storkyrkan Stockholm Cathedral - Sweden Höga Kusten Bridge - Sweden Öland Bridge - Sweden Sölvesborg Bridge - Sweden Tallberg Bridges - Sweden Tjörn Bridge - Sweden Uddevalla Bridge - Sweden Dragon Gate - Sweden Kullen Lighthouse - Sweden Drottningholm Palace - Sweden Helsinki Ice Hall - Sweden Royal Swedish
Opera - Sweden Stockholm City Hall - Sweden Stockholm Palace - Sweden Turning Torso - Sweden Boras Arena, Broas - Sweden Eleda Stadion, Malmö - Sweden Friends Arena, Stockholm - Sweden Ullevi Gothenburg - Sweden Guldfageln Arena, Kamlar - Sweden Tele2 Arena, Stockholm - Sweden Svinesund Bridge - Sweden / NorwayImproved Airport
data on 99 airports ENKJ ESGP ENOL ENRY ESTA EKKA EKSP ESPA ESOW ESMT ESTL ESNZ ESSD ESDF ENGM ESSA ENBR EFHK BIRK ESGG ENAL ENZV ESSB EFHF EKRK ESMS ENTO ENTC EKBI EKAH EKYT EFTU ENSD ENBO ENCN ENHD EFOU EFTP BIAR ESKN ENAN ENML ENNO EKRN ENOV ENEV ENSG BIVM ESSV ENKB ENLK
EFRO EKOD ESGJ ENSO ESOE EFKU EKEB ESMQ ENSN ENFL ENAT EFVA ESNQ ESNU ESSL ENLI ENBN ENSH ENST EFIV EFJY EKSB BIHN ESOK ESNN EFPO EFMA ESGT ENJB ESSP BIEG ENHV ENRS ENBL ENHF ESMX ENNM EFNU EFHV ENHA ENSK ENMS ENRM EFLP ENRA EKSN EFLA ENFGThe Microsoft Flight Simulator Team
MEHR ÜBER DIESES SPIEL Update 20 - 1.18.14.0 PATCH - Release Notes Version 1.18.14.0Some packages in your community folder may not have been updated and, as a result, may have an unexpected impact on the title’s performance and behaviour. Please move your community package(s) to another folder before relaunching the title if you
suffer from stability issues or long loading times.Stability/performance Fixed various crashes in game and on the world map Fixed crashes related to the offline AI traffic Fixed minor memory leaksInput The title should no longer freeze for a very long time when connecting / disconnecting peripheralsNavigation Fixed broken flight plan for Garmin
devices when adding an enroute waypoint that was inserted as a destination Fixed flightplanner not reseting when going from one activity to another Fixed flightplan from flight assistant not displaying on certain planes when VFR map is open after the destination is set Fixed freezes happening when using the flight assistant when setting a new
destinationUI VR options should no longer be duplicated in the Option menu Marketplace "Get and download" and "Download" buttons will now function as expected on the Content Page User unable to interact with UI elements with the in game cursos for free flight in some casesPlanes Improvements of pitot static system to fix altimeter bugs,
improve accuracy and correctly simulate temperature impact Fixed AutoBrakes Button Behavior on the Airbus A320NeoActivity / Gameplay The correct runway is now taken into account for the Landing challenge at Nice Pilots are now displayed in external view at the Isafjordur Landing challenge Title will no longer become unresponsive after using
Fuel Supply and using a fuel or payload as a numerical value via ATC Ground Services Some achievemnts will no longer be awarded in error for certain landing scenariosWeather Fixed big temperature spikes at high altitudesSDK Added new airspace to nearest facility JS API Fixed crashes on WASM modules for older CPUsYou can leave feedback on
various topics here - Update 21 - 1.18.15.0 HOTFIX - Release Notes Version 1.18.15.0Some packages in your community folder may not have been updated and, as a result, may have an unexpected impact on the title’s performance and behavior. Please move your community package(s) to another folder before relaunching the title if you suffer from
stability issues or long loading times. Fixed ground level of detail (low resolution) when flying at airliner altitude Fixed "washed out / oil painted" clouds and the overall luminosity under cloud coverage Fixed missing volumetric lights Fixed abnormal temperature spikes over airports when the Metar data was not updating often enough Aligned
pressure altitude simvar and pitot static altitude calculations to prevent wrong altitude information for external Live ATC services GPU stats are now displayed in the debug window when the dev mode is activated on PC Disabled aggressive compilation optimization for WASM (signed-zeroes, NoInf and NoNaN but keep fast-math)Known issue In-sim
ATC service radar can still report incorrect altitude (fix expected in World Update 6)You can leave feedback on various topics here - Update 22 - 1.19.8.0 World Update VI: Germany, Austria, and SwitzerlandOur vision is to continuously improve and expand Microsoft Flight Simulator on a regular basis.This month, the virtual world of Microsoft Flight
Simulator is getting its next major update by focusing on the marvelous regions of Austria, Germany & Switzerland. Renowned for its glorious mountain ranges, ubiquitous castles and stunning vistas, this region comes to life with World Update VI.Our latest World Update contains new aerial imagery, high-resolution elevation maps and several brandnew 3D cities in Germany, Basel in Switzerland, Graz and Vienna in Austria. The update drastically enhances the visuals of these three countries and the beautiful mountain-ranges of the Alps.The team has also hand-crafted over 100 well-known locations (points of interest, or POIs) and several airports including Lübeck, Stuttgart, Klagenfurt and St.
Gallen. The update also includes new discovery flights, landing challenges and bush trips that take simmers across this beautiful region of our planet.World Update VI: Austria, Germany and Switzerland is available free to all Microsoft Flight Simulator users today. Be sure your simulator is up to date first, then visit the Marketplace to download the
latest world update and immerse yourself in this magnificent and expansive corner of the world. The sky is calling!DOWNLOAD INSTRUCTIONS 1. Some packages in your community folder may not have been updated and, as a result, may have an unexpected impact on the title’s performance and behavior. Please move your community package(s) to
another folder before relaunching the title if you suffer from stability issues or long loading times.2. Open the Microsoft Store, Steam, or Xbox application (whichever you use to play the sim) check for updates to Microsoft Flight Simulator. Install the update. Click here for a more in-depth guide for PC users.3. Launch Microsoft Flight Simulator and
install the in-game content update.4. Once in the sim, head to the Marketplace and download the free content update labeled World UpdateRelease Notes 1.19.8.0 Stability Several crashes have been fixed across the title Applying the default profile for the Mouse will no longer crash the title when an custom profile was loaded on PC Fixed crash in
autosave in bushtrip missions when the user has a non-ASCII name The title can now be launched in Safe mode via a pop-up to deactivate all Community and Marketplace content on PC only. The option will be available after a crash as long as Devmode is not enabled. Fixed some scenarios where mandatory content was not downloaded or installed
properly on PC if it had been deleted via the content manager (“You are missing packages that are essential to run Microsoft Flight Simulator. Please update the application and try again.”)Navigation Fixed ATC radar altitude so the ATC no longer asks you to change your altitude when it is not applicable The VFR Map now displays information for
latitudes beyond 75 degrees New AIRAC cycle 2108 is now availablePlanes SR22 performance and fuel consumption has been modified to better match POH Gyro Drift is now correctly set when Aircraft Systems assistance preset is set to Easy / Medium / HardPeripherals Fixed the ENG 1 and the Crank/ Mode norm/ IGN/Start buttons on the
Thrustmaster TCA Quadrant Airbus editionWorld Updated elevation data for Germany, Austria & Switzerland Updated aerial imagery for Germany, Austria & Switzerland "Offscreen terrain pre caching" graphics settings has been added (Low, Medium, High and Ultra). If set to Ultra, all the offscreen terrain will be cached at full quality which will
reduce FPS drops and LOD popping when panning the camera but may impact overall performance Maximum photogrammetry draw distance has been further increased. As a result photogrammetry downtown building areas will be visible from farther away Better management of low bandwidth Bing terrain data and photogrammetry streaming as
the change to Offline data is no longer persistent (changes applied only affect the current flight) Fixed an issue where the Bing terrain data would switch to offline in low bandwidth scenarios without displaying a warning pop-up, when data consumption cap was set (the warning pop up is now displayed properly) Cities at night are now more visible on
the World Map Various airport data fixes LEMD: added Restriction for landings and take-offs on runways according to charts LEMI: fixed ICAO issue for Region de Murcia International Airport OPIS: Islamabad airport now has lights 02NH: fixed Iroquois landing altitude EGGK: fixed issue with a building in the middle of a taxiway EDDF: added
Restriction for landings and take-offs on runways according to charts KGTU: added missing buildings FNDB: fixed Terraforming and data issues 89AK: fixed elevation issue KDVT: fixed parking 75 spawning point ESKS: updated ICAO for Scandinavian Mountains Airport SSGG: updated ICAO for Tancredo Thomas de Faria Airport (Guarapuava
Airport)Improved Airport data on 100 airports — — — — — — — — — — EDDM EDLP EDDT EDDH EDDL LOWW EDDK EDDB LOWS EDDV EDDP EDHI LOWZ EDNY EDXW LOWG LOIR EDDC EDLW LSZB EDNX EDFE EDLE EDDG EDFM EDHK LOWK EDMO EDSB EDXH LOWL EDFH LSMP EDMA EDLN EDKB EDFZ EDVE EDVK EDHL EDWR
EDDE LSME EDJA EDRK LSTA LSPM EDCG LOXT EDWG EDWY EDLR LSZE LOIJ LOIH EDRY LSMF LOAV EDDR EDLV EDGS LOAN LSPV EDAZ EDTF EDRE EDLT EDWI EDAH EDKA EDLD EDBM EDCP EDWJ EDTL EDTQ EDRV EDWL EDLM EDML EDOP EDQD EDRZ ETHB LSGG LSGS LSZR LSZA LSZS LSC LSZL LSGL LSMM LSZF LSZG LSMA
LSZN LSZK EDVM EDTYAddition of 43 new airports: — — — — — — — — — — EDAX EDAY EDBN EDEM EDER EDFJ EDGT EDOV EDUT EDXN EDXQ ETHC ETHE ETHF ETHR ETHS ETMN ETND ETNH ETNJ ETNL ETNN ETNS ETNT ETSB ETSE ETSH ETSI ETSN LOGK LSGC LSMC EDHR EDII EDKC EDKQ EDKY EDPR EDTI EDUQ EDUU EDVB
LOSMVR The title no longer crashes when quitting the sim in VR Various tutorial fixes: briefs and debriefs are properly displayed, no blockers anymore. Please note that Tutorial 1 in VR mode is still under work and will be complete in a future updateMarketplace Content User Rating is now more accurateSDK Fixed group displaying and
collapse/uncollapse issue in the scenery editor Projected Mesh not rendered when moving camera or adding new one in the Scenery editor (we force the loading of LOD 0) Improved some text rendering for XML gauges Plane debug screens now correctly calculate and display GPH/gallon per hour fuel consumptions (DebugAircraftEngines &
DebugAircraftTracking) Aircraft Editor: the .cfg files are no longer corrupted when using the editorOptional World Update Content (via the In-Sim Marketplace)GermanyPhotogrammetry Cities: Bielefeld Braunschweig Frankfurt am Main Konstanz WuppertalHand-Crafted Airports EDHL – Lübeck Airport EDDS – Stuttgart AirportHand-Crafted Points
of Interest Helgioland Elbphilarmonie (Hamburg) Volksparkstadion (Hamburg) Holsten Gate (Lübeck) Fehmarn Sound Bridge Schwerin Castle (Schwerin) St. Nicholas Church (Wismar) Freilichtmuseum Gross Raden St. Nicholas Church (Stralsund) St. Mary’s Church (Stralsund) Jasmund National Park (Rügen) Rheinsberg Palace Brandenburg Gate
(Berlin) Olympiastadion (Berlin) Sanssouci and Park (Potsdam) Tropical Islands Resort Bastei Moritzburg Frauenkirche (Dresden) Kath. Hofkirche (Dresden) Monument to the Battle of the Nations (Leipzig) Wartburg (Eisenach) Kyffhäuser Monument State Museum of Pre-History (Halle) Wernigerode Castle Madgeburg Catherdal (Magdeburg) Grüne
Zitadelle (Magdeburg) Autostadt (Wolfsburg) Herrenhausen Gardens (Herrenhausen) Marienburg Castle Hermannsdenkmal (Detmold) Münster Cathedral (Münster) Signal Iduna Park (Dortmund) Veltins-Arena (Gelsenkirchen) Zollverein Coal Mine Industrial Complex (Essen) Merkur Spiel-Arena (Düsseldorf) Borussia-Park (Mönchengladbach) Great
St. Martin’s Church (Cologne) South Bridge (Cologne) Hohenzollern Bridge (Cologne) RheinEnergieStadion (Cologne) Aachener Cathedral (Aachen) Drachenfels Castle Drachenburg Castle (Königswinter) Deutsches Eck (Koblenz) Cochem Impreial Castle (Cochem) Castle Katz (St. Goarshausen) Niederwalddenkmal Frankfurt Cathedral (Frankfurt am
Main) Oper Frankfurt (Frankfurt am Main) Deutsche Bank Park (Frankfurt am Main) Saar Polygon (Ensdorf) Mannheim Water Town (Mannheim) Freiburg Minster (Freiburg) Hohenzollern Castle (Hechingen) Mercedes-Benz Arena (Stuttgart) Walhalla Allianz Arena (Munich) Olympiastadion (Munich) St. Bartholomew’s Church (Berchtesgaden)Bush
Trip Bush Trip GermanyLanding Challenges EDDL Dusseldorf EDXH DueneDiscovery Flight BerlinAustriaPhotogrammetry Cities: Graz ViennaHand-Crafted Airports LOWK – Klagenfurt AirportHand-Crafted Points of Interest Melk Abbey (Melk) Wiener Riesenrad (Vienna) Hofsburg (Vienna) St. Stephan’s Cathedral (Vienna) Schönbrunn Palace &
Gloriette (Vienna) Ernst-Happel-Stadion (Vienna) Eggenberg Palace (Graz) Wörthersee Stadion (Klagenfurt) Hohenwerfen Castle Kufstein FortressBush Trip Bush Trip AustriaLanding Challenge LOWK KlagenfurtSwitzerlandPhotogrammetry Cities: BaselHand-Crafted Airports LSZR – St. Gallen-Altenrhein AirportHand-Crafted Points of Interest Tarasp
Castle Landwasser Viaduct Castelgrande Castello di Montebello Castello di Sasso Corbaro Abbey of Saint Gall (St. Gallen) Kybunpark (St. Gallen) Einsiedeln Abbey (Einsiedeln) Grossmünster (Zurich) Swiss National Museum (Zurich) Letzigrund (Zurich) St. Jakob Park (Basel) Kapellbrücke (Lucerne) Swissporarena (Lucerne) Zentrum Paul Klee (Bern)
Stadion Wankdorf (Bern) Bern Minster (Bern) Federal Palace of Switzerland (Bern) Stade de la Maladière (Neuchatel) Lausanne Cathedral (Lausanne) Brunswick Monument (Geneva) Batiment des Forces Motrices (Geneva) Stade de Geneve (Geneva) Chillon Castle (Lake Geneva) Gornergrat South Observatory Sphinx ObservatoryBush Trip Bush Trip
Swiss Bush Trip Grand Alpine Challenge (Cross Country)Landing Challenges LSZA Lugano LSZR ST GallenDiscovery Flight PennineThe Microsoft Flight Simulator Team Update xx - 1.19.9.0 HOTFIX - Release Notes Version 1.19.9.0Some packages in your community folder may not have been updated and, as a result, may have an unexpected impact
on the title’s performance and behavior. Please move your community package(s) to another folder before relaunching the title if you suffer from stability issues or long loading times.Bug fixes Fixed broken night lighting when the renderscale was not set to 100% Added Offscreen pre caching option in the VR menu Fixed some general crashes Fixed
the Trim reset button on the Thrustmaster TCA Quadrant Safe mode will no longer trigger when a crash occured when closing the program Missing watermask at Lucerne has been added Color correction for Photogrammetry in Vienna has been tweaked Water crack has been fixed near Moritzburg POI Fixed terrain spike around LOWI Fixed crash
with Resync from Aircraft Editor without any aircraft selectedYou can leave feedback on various topics here - forums.flightsimulator.com Установка RUSЧтобы обновить MFS 2020 без проблем и ошибок, Вы должны проделать следующие шаги: 1. Если установка игры была выполнена ранее, удалите игру и установите заново! 2. Запустите
игру, загрузитесь до главного меню и затем выйдете из игры. 3. Загрузите ОБЯЗАТЕЛЬНО ВСЕ ОБНОВЛЕНИЯ Update 1.7.4.0-1.9.5.0! Процесс обновления игры: 1. Обязательно выполните 2 пункт выше перед тем как обновить игру до последней версии! 2. Распакуйте обновления (начиная с 1.7.4.0 и по порядку до 1.9.5.0) в папку с
игрой, если попросит заменить файлы, соглашаемся, обратите внимание, если Вы обновляетесь с базовой установки, папку Crack копировать только с последнего обновления с заменой!Что касается пропусков предыдущих обновлений и накатывая сразу последний патч, Вы этим действием получите не стабильную или не рабочую
версию.Use version 1.7.4.0 -> update 1.9.5.0 = неправильно! Use version 1.7.4.0 -> update 1.8.3.0 -> update 1.9.3.0 -> update 1.9.5.0 = правильноПЕРЕД ВСЕМИ ДЕЙСТВИЯМИ ОТКЛЮЧАЙТЕ АНТИВИРУС!После обновления, пробуйте запустить игру.Обновление погоды в каждом новом обновлении работать не будет, пока не выйдет
новый взлом.ENGTo update MFS 2020 without problems or errors, follow these steps: 1. if You installed the game earlier, delete the game and install it again! 2. launch the game, boot to the main menu, and then exit the game. 3. Be SURE to download ALL the UPDATES Update 1.7.4.0-1.9.5.0! Process game updates: 1. Be sure to follow the 2 steps
above before updating the game to the latest version! 2. Unzip the updates (since 1.7.4.0, in order to 1.9.5.0) in the game folder, if asked to replace files, accept, note if You are upgrading from a base installation folder Crack copy with only the latest updates with the replacement!As for omissions from previous updates and nakatyvaya from the latest
patch, You this action will get not stable or working version.Use version 1.10.8.0 -> update 1.11.6.0 = incorrect! Use version 1.10.8.0 -> update 1.10.11.0 -> update 1.11.6.0 = correctBEFORE ALL ACTIONS, DISABLE THE ANTIVIRUS!After the update, try to launch the game.The weather update in each new update will not work until a new hack is
released. Microsoft Flight Simulator Premium Deluxe [P] [RUS + ENG + 6 / ENG + 3] (2020) [Portable] [MFS2020] Microsoft Flight Simulator Premium Deluxe All DLC Download Скачать раздачу по magnet-ссылке 28.05 GB Rutracker.org не распространяет и не хранит электронные версии произведений, а лишь предоставляет доступ к
создаваемому пользователями каталогу ссылок на торрент-файлы, которые содержат только списки хеш-сумм Как скачивать? (для скачивания .torrent файлов необходима регистрация) idinaastru Стаж: 12 лет 2 месяца Сообщений: 36 idinaastru · 17-Сен-20 10:27 (спустя 24 мин.) а нужно уставливать по очереди или достаточно сразу
второй CityTomsk Стаж: 12 лет 8 месяцев Сообщений: 484 CityTomsk · 17-Сен-20 10:41 (спустя 14 мин.) idinaastru писал(а): 80075365а нужно уставливать по очереди или достаточно сразу второй достаточно второй распаковать. Larikoz Стаж: 11 лет 4 месяца Сообщений: 4 Larikoz · 17-Сен-20 10:56 (спустя 14 мин.) Hi! I don't see any
SimObjects folder in the Update2 archive, aren't airplanes supposed to be updated too? Thanks! peyter76 Стаж: 7 лет 10 месяцев Сообщений: 16 peyter76 · 17-Сен-20 11:12 (спустя 15 мин.) I have no idea how to get the password Doy4e Стаж: 14 лет 3 месяца Сообщений: 4 Doy4e · 17-Сен-20 11:24 (спустя 12 мин.) Патч 1.8.3.0 весит более 11
Гб.Что здесь -непонятно. BenBenGS Стаж: 9 лет 8 месяцев Сообщений: 257 BenBenGS · 17-Сен-20 12:11 (спустя 46 мин.) Одно скажу точно про патч 1.7.14.0, его нужно ставить только после того, как запускали игру. В противном случае у вас при начальной загрузке игра будет замирать в начале и так будет пока не снесете игру и не
переустановите её. idinaastru Стаж: 12 лет 2 месяца Сообщений: 36 idinaastru · 17-Сен-20 12:37 (спустя 25 мин.) патч установился но почему то управляется только ии.переключить на ручное нет возможности matr67 Стаж: 12 лет 1 месяц Сообщений: 95 matr67 · 17-Сен-20 13:01 (спустя 24 мин.) Патч 1.8.3.0 ломает B787 и подгрузку
карт bing (сетевая активность на 0). Или это только у меня? NormetEd Стаж: 3 года 9 месяцев Сообщений: 133 idinaastru писал(а): 80075858патч установился но почему то управляется только ии.переключить на ручное нет возможности Скорее всего поэтому - Doy4e писал(а): 80075588Патч 1.8.3.0 весит более 11 Гб.Что здесь
-непонятно. я не стал устанавливать, нужен полный патч. MrGooRu1122 Стаж: 10 лет 4 месяца Сообщений: 30 MrGooRu1122 · 17-Сен-20 14:46 (спустя 1 час 42 мин.) сам патч весит 677мб, так написано на офф сайте, это контент доп. весит 15 гигов. Цитирую: "Размер основного обновления приложения составляет около 677 МБ, а
загружаемый контент при запуске симулятора составляет около 15,7 ГБ. Обратите внимание, что размер обновления зависит от версии игры, которую вы приобрели. Не пугайтесь, если обновление меньше. Просто чтоб не ломались карты и не было прочих проблем не нужно видимо ставить кряк, в общем проверю и отпишусь)
solidrocker Стаж: 2 года 3 месяца Сообщений: 4 solidrocker · 17-Сен-20 16:40 (спустя 1 час 54 мин.) How can i see if the sim is actually patched and updated? CityTomsk Стаж: 12 лет 8 месяцев Сообщений: 484 15 гб обновление содержит само обновление + обновление дополнений. К сожалению на данный момент нет обновлений с
дополнениями. Обновление предназначено исключительно для Standart версии. tahiri77 писал(а): 80076539Здравствуйте, погода все еще не работает. Погода заработает только тогда, когда Вы купите лицензионную версию игры никак иначе, либо ожидайте улучшенный кряк, который маловероятно выйдет когда-нибудь. QR2100
Стаж: 11 лет 11 месяцев Сообщений: 45 QR2100 · 17-Сен-20 17:05 (спустя 21 мин.) matr67 писал(а): 80075923Патч 1.8.3.0 ломает B787 и подгрузку карт bing (сетевая активность на 0). Или это только у меня? Да, у меня тоже подгрузка сдохла. tyoma-96 Стаж: 9 лет 11 месяцев Сообщений: 67 Эт чё правда патч 1.8.3.0 ломает
подгрузку карт от Bing??? неееее пацаны я пожалуй откажусь)))а есть ли разница производительности после обновления? хочу 1.7.14.0 ставить? the_shoost Стаж: 9 лет 4 месяца Сообщений: 46 the_shoost · 17-Сен-20 18:16 (спустя 19 мин.) matr67 писал(а): 80075923Патч 1.8.3.0 ломает B787 и подгрузку карт bing (сетевая активность
на 0). Или это только у меня? На всякий случай спрошу, стоит ли галочка "включено" напротив загрузки из бинг в настройках? Я этот патч не ставил, но у меня галочка слетела после предыдущего MrGooRu1122 Стаж: 10 лет 4 месяца Сообщений: 30 MrGooRu1122 · 17-Сен-20 18:17 (спустя 14 сек.) tyoma-96 писал(а): 80077175Эт чё
правда патч 1.8.3.0 ломает подгрузку карт от Bing??? неееее пацаны я пожалуй откажусь)))а есть ли разница производительности после обновления? хочу 1.7.14.0 ставить? есть повышение производительности в 1.8.3.0, проверил, игра идет без рывков, плавно. FPS тоже вырос, заметно. Но ставить не рекомендую, ломает много чего
в игре. tyoma-96 Стаж: 9 лет 11 месяцев Сообщений: 67 tyoma-96 · 17-Сен-20 18:33 (спустя 16 мин.) MrGooRu1122 писал(а): 80077284 tyoma-96 писал(а): 80077175Эт чё правда патч 1.8.3.0 ломает подгрузку карт от Bing??? неееее пацаны я пожалуй откажусь)))а есть ли разница производительности после обновления? хочу 1.7.14.0
ставить? есть повышение производительности в 1.8.3.0, проверил, игра идет без рывков, плавно. FPS тоже вырос, заметно. Но ставить не рекомендую, ломает много чего в игре. понял благодарю ArtikArtemov Стаж: 3 года 5 месяцев Сообщений: 4 ArtikArtemov · 17-Сен-20 18:42 (спустя 8 мин.) Кстати да. Слетают карты бинг или нет?
matr67 Стаж: 12 лет 1 месяц Сообщений: 95 matr67 · 17-Сен-20 19:06 (спустя 24 мин.) the_shoost писал(а): 80077283 matr67 писал(а): 80075923Патч 1.8.3.0 ломает B787 и подгрузку карт bing (сетевая активность на 0). Или это только у меня? На всякий случай спрошу, стоит ли галочка "включено" напротив загрузки из бинг в
настройках? Я этот патч не ставил, но у меня галочка слетела после предыдущего Да, конечно все сетевые функции включены. Неужели нас, пиратов, обломали навсегда? QR2100 Стаж: 11 лет 11 месяцев Сообщений: 45 QR2100 · 17-Сен-20 19:27 (спустя 20 мин.) Аналогично всё включено, но подгрузки нет.Также сломались чеклисты. tyoma-96 Стаж: 9 лет 11 месяцев Сообщений: 67 tyoma-96 · 17-Сен-20 19:55 (спустя 28 мин.) а вот теперь такая беда.... если включить реальную погоду через 5-8 минут сим вылетает без ошибок.... есть аналогичные пострадавшие??? кто как решил эту проблему... или решили ли вообще?? alisher44 Стаж: 11 лет 4 месяца
Сообщений: 927 Нашел решение - ставить официальный Xbox 1.8.3.0 чтобы FPS вырос, а рядом HOODLUM 1.7.14.0 чтобы летать Saash30 Стаж: 4 года 11 месяцев Сообщений: 29 Saash30 · 18-Сен-20 01:20 (спустя 4 часа) Damn, now the checklist and AI function don't work for me after the patch. Any solutions guys? LoveRu Стаж: 1 год 11

месяцев Сообщений: 8 LoveRu · 18-Сен-20 02:41 (спустя 1 час 21 мин.) Saash30 писал(а): 80079338Damn, now the checklist and AI function don't work for me after the patch. Any solutions guys? The update changed things related to airplanes and the models files aren't included in the patch, we need a new patched full download the crack is still
the same or the very least all the patch files. If someone can seed the original unmodified 1.8.3 Luquinhas Стаж: 2 года 4 месяца Сообщений: 28 Luquinhas · 18-Сен-20 03:58 (спустя 1 час 16 мин.) My ground texture is all messed up, blurry, i didn't try to install only 1 version i copied and pasted both updates do the fs2020 folder, replaced the files,
and there are a lot of issues, did someone try to install only update 2 or only update 1 to see if changes ? LoveRu Стаж: 1 год 11 месяцев Сообщений: 8 LoveRu · 18-Сен-20 05:11 (спустя 1 час 13 мин.) Luquinhas писал(а): 80079561My ground texture is all messed up, blurry, i didn't try to install only 1 version i copied and pasted both updates do
the fs2020 folder, replaced the files, and there are a lot of issues, did someone try to install only update 2 or only update 1 to see if changes ? update 2 messes up live data streaming from bing. some files aren't included in this update maybe OP can confirm . Saash30 Стаж: 4 года 11 месяцев Сообщений: 29 Saash30 · 18-Сен-20 09:11 (спустя 4
часа) LoveRu писал(а): 80079482 Saash30 писал(а): 80079338Damn, now the checklist and AI function don't work for me after the patch. Any solutions guys? The update changed things related to airplanes and the models files aren't included in the patch, we need a new patched full download the crack is still the same or the very least all the patch
files. If someone can seed the original unmodified 1.8.3 Yeah, I understand now. I guess I have to try copy over again with my original backup files and hope someone will release the full thing soon. Btw Im from Tallinn also:) have no idea why I get American flag here lol LoveRu Стаж: 1 год 11 месяцев Сообщений: 8 LoveRu · 18-Сен-20 09:22
(спустя 10 мин.) @Saash30 Good to hear,Can someone report what happens if you install only update 2 directly without 1? and if you ever find the original full game provide a link here i will try to fix things up.. thx a bunch Saash30 Стаж: 4 года 11 месяцев Сообщений: 29 Saash30 · 18-Сен-20 13:03 (спустя 3 часа) LoveRu писал(а):
80080081@Saash30 Good to hear,Can someone report what happens if you install only update 2 directly without 1? and if you ever find the original full game provide a link here I will try to fix things up.. thx a bunch I can confirm it didn't work if only update 2 was installed
Microsoft Flight Simulator X torrent download for PC on this webpage. From award winning game developer ACES comes Flight Simulator X. The latest installment will include the usual genre leading realism that continues to awe real pilots and will serve as the graphical benchmark for games on Windows No-CD patch for Flight Simulator 2004. NoCD patch or 'crack' for FS2004. ... FlightGear Free Flight Simulator 3.98 GB 157945 5/5 35. Orbiter Space Flight Simulator for Windows 2.43 GB 32302 4/5 8. ... I'm staying with Microsoft Flight Simulator X: Steam Edition. Votes 17270. Social. Subscribe to my YouTube Channel : ... Set.a.light 3d Studio Full Crack Microsoft Flight Simulator X For
Mac Download Fifa 18 Crack Download Jitbit Macro Panasonic Sdrh80 ... RELOADED – SKIDROW – STEAMPUNKS Crack Download Free For PC Click The Utorrent Download Link In The Description For Download The. FIFA 18 CPY Crack PC + CD Key Generator Free Download. In regards ... Microsoft Combat Flight Simulator 2: WW II Pacific
Theater is a video game published in 2000 on Windows by Microsoft Corporation, Ubisoft Entertainment SA, Microsoft Game Studios, S.A.D. Software Vertriebs- und Produktions GmbH. It's a simulation game, set in a flight, historical battle (specific/exact), world war ii, vehicular combat simulator and oceania themes. No-CD patch for Flight Simulator
2004. No-CD patch or 'crack' for FS2004. ... FlightGear Free Flight Simulator 3.98 GB 157945 5/5 35. Orbiter Space Flight Simulator for Windows 2.43 GB 32302 4/5 8. ... I'm staying with Microsoft Flight Simulator X: … 30/10/2016 · Flight Simulator 2004 in Windows 10 A User's Guide Windows 10 And Older Software. Windows 10 was released by
Microsoft in 2015, and was rapidly taken up by many computer users around the world, as it offered a free upgrade from Windows 7 through 8.1, and improved performance in all aspects of use. 10/6/2021 · Download for free to enhance your experience in MSFS 2020. YMML Melbourne International, Vic is a Microsoft Flight Simulator 2020 mod
created by DanR86. Download for free to enhance ... If I ever get around to learning blender then I may have a crack but I am more than happy to have this project turn into a freeware collaboration ... Microsoft Flight Simulator X Download For Mac Download Free Games For Mac Os X 10.4 11 Dark Souls Mac Torrent Sony Vaio Pcg 7a1m Drivers Xp
Download Free Database ... EaseUS Partition Master 12.9 Activation Key Crack free download … 4/6/2022 · Microsoft Flight Simulator PMDG Boeing 737-600 Revealed With First Screenshots as Developer Details Future Plans. Acclaimed third-party developer PMDG revealed the first screenshots of the ... 4/6/2022 · Microsoft Flight Simulator PMDG
Boeing 737-600 Revealed With First Screenshots as Developer Details Future Plans. Acclaimed third-party developer PMDG revealed the first screenshots of the ... 30/10/2016 · Flight Simulator 2004 in Windows 10 A User's Guide Windows 10 And Older Software. Windows 10 was released by Microsoft in 2015, and was rapidly taken up by many
computer users around the world, as it offered a free upgrade from Windows 7 through 8.1, and improved performance in all aspects of use. 12/1/2013 · This is the No-CD patch (crack) for Microsoft Combat Flight Simulator 3. This package includes patches for both versions, which are v1.0 and v3.1. These patches will allow you to play the game
without inserting the disk into your computer. Installation instructions inside ZIP … Subscribe to my YouTube Channel : ... 4/1/2020 · Descargar Microsoft Flight Simulator gratis PC. MSFS Mecánica. El juego es la primera entrega a gran escala del ciclo desde el lanzamiento de Microsoft Flight Simulator X en 2006. A diferencia del Microsoft Flight
simplificado, obtenemos un poderoso simulador que ofrece una sacudida de aviones y cubre una gran parte de la Tierra. 10/1/2011 · World Update I: Japan is available FREE to all Microsoft Flight Simulator users, so be sure your simulator is up to date first. Once MSFS is updated, visit the Marketplace to download the Japan content bundle and
experience all the unparalleled beauty in the Land of the Rising Sun. How to get the Japan Update: If you haven't played Microsoft Flight Simulator (v5.0) or want to try this simulation video game, download it now for free! Published in 1993 by Microsoft Corporation, Microsoft Flight Simulator (v5.0) (aka Microsoft Flight Simulator: Encore plus de
réalisme !, Microsoft Flight Simulator: Das realistische Flugabenteuer, Microsoft Flight Simulator: As Real As It Gets) is still a popular ... Microsoft Product Activation is a DRM technology used by Microsoft Corporation in several of its computer software programs, most notably its Windows operating system and its Office productivity suite.The
procedure enforces compliance with the program's end-user license agreement by transmitting information about both the product key used to install the program … 7/11/2021 · RELATED: Best Airplanes In Microsoft Flight Simulator 2020. This game is perfect for those wanting to get into flight sims. For one, this game is free to download and play.
Second, War Thunder looks and plays great. If you like it, then you can decide to upgrade to one of the other games on this list.
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